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13 Social Fraternities
Welcome 252 Pledges

2nd Oldest Profession
’Bowing to Machines
the end a., Dr. Robert Soblen.
Soblen. sentenced to life imprisonment for wartime espionage
against the United States, proclaimed his innocence throughout and at last foiled his captors by swallowing a poison obtained by methods still not
known.
Former President Eisenhower
nut only broke a rule of international espionage at the abortive
summit session in Paris in 1960
but also disclosed one of the
great forward steps in espionage
methods.

Hy P1111. NES% s(ivi
I H Foreign Nests Anisl.ssi
Since the beginning. nations
have spied upon one another so
that now as a business the spy’s
profession must be at least second among the world’s oldest.
It operates wit hin certain
rules The first is not to get
caught. The second is that the
nation employing him never must
admit his existence, and, if faced
with the evidence, immediately
must disavua,
But either the rules are changing or the business is becoming
cluttered with amateurs.
A couple of weeks ago, U.S.
federal agents converged on a
suburban New York diner and
picked up two Russian diplomats
attached to the Soviet mission to
the United Nations. The Russians, who obviously had violated the first rule of successful
e pyi n g. were found with the
goods and promptly ejected frurn
the United States.

MACHINES TAKE OVER
Man is being replaced by the
machine.
When the President admitted
that a U2 reconnaissance plane
shot down over Russia was on a
spying mission and also defended
it as a "distasteful but vital
necessity" to protect the Free
W or Id against another Pearl
Harbor. he shook international
practices with results which still
are being debated.
A short time ago, the Soviet
Union and Cuba disclosed that
the Russians would built a "fishing village" for Castro. Both
blandly denied that the thought
of employing radar and other
electronic equipment aboard
trawlers to spy on the U.S. ever
had occurred to them.
For months the U.S. Navy ha
been firing secret satellies into
orbit.
Noting speculation that these
are spy satellies, the New York
Daily News editorialized: "We
hope so

RUSSIA’S TURN
Russia retaliated with the ejection of two members of the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow on similar
charges.
Last week in a court in Karlsruhe, Germany, a confessed Soviet agent recounted his exploits as proudly as a movie
actress dictating her biography.
He described a -poison gun"
with which he first killed a
friendly puppy and then two
Ukranian exile leaders by firing
cyanide pellets into their faces.
A man who played the 1le to

HOPE YOU WEREN’T FOOLED TOO!
The man behind the YAGER & SILVA grin
can be located at
CT 5-8968
78 S. 4th St.

Why Freeze at Football Games?
There’s no need to freeze at football games and
c.ther sporting events when you have a CUSHION
ROBE. It’s a warm wool blanket packed in a zippored Vinyl carrying case. The case doubles as a
sea+ cushion too! Get yours before the Homecoming

$5.55
and up
Iro.0 Always Shop Wholesale A+ . . . .

DAHNKEN-LERMAN
CY

20 E. San Fernando
(next to Col Book)

7-3642

View
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A crop of 252 pledges have
been welcomed to the 13 campus recognized social Iraternities
this semester.
Formal rushing started the
first week of classes and pledge
acceptances extended thiough
the initial month of the sernest-
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Poi4e )11" Yey
By PRUDI STAVIG
Society Editor

Fun, Homecoming Go Hand in Hand
Everywhere students are getting together to plan Homecoming
dances, float decorations, beer busts, bonfires and rallies, and just
about anything they can think of that will be a heck of a good time.
After all, Homecoming comes but once a year, so-why not?
DORM DOINGS
_
Hoover Hall is readying fore big Homecoming celebration following the game Saturday night. The ladies have scheduled a sock
hop for all dorm residents in the Women’s Gym from 10:30 to 1 a.m.
One person of each couple must hold a dorm activity card to
enter the gym. Price for a couple is 50 cents and 75 cents stag.
Delta Gamma held their annual pledge dance Saturday night
at Almaden Golf and Country Club. "The Progressions," a student
dance band, played for the affair.
Jo Olivo received the outstanding house scholarship trophy at
the semi-annual scholarship dinner held by the Delta Zetas.
The Thetas also held their scholarship dinner, honoring Sue
Hinshaw, junior music major, for highest grade point average in
the house.
INITIATES

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Terry Bell, Doug Bete.twald,
James 11 rummet t, Thomas
(’hristy, Giuy R. Cooper. Fergus Craig, Paul Cowles Crary,
’rerry Donahue, Cliff Draeger,
Ric Ergenbright, Mike Germaine, Gilbert N. Holloway,
Constantine Hrapoff, Mar
Hutchins, Duane Kime, Tom
Morehouse, Roy Quady, Donn
Richard Shearer, Mike Siewert,
James E. Spear. Robert H.
Splan, Gene Tienken, Kaye D.
Tregillis, Bob Varner, Robert L.
Vincent, William M. Walkup,
and Carl Ascher.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
James Alward, Norman Andrews, John Arthum, Jim Barger, Hilbert H. Burrell, Larry
M. Coy, Eugene Dunham, Bruce
Epstein, Jerry Fairbairn, Steve
Ferrera, Thomas Fredericks,
John Giesea, Edward Goldwawser, Michael Goodermote, Dennis Gunnarson, Calvin Hogg,
Ivan Lancaric, Leland R. Leonard, Dave Muhrt, Reed Marquardt, Dick Murray, John Pohlmann, John Ross, Nicholas E.
Schoesunann, Robert Stein, Roy
E. Swanson, John Warner, William Winkles, Richard Earle
Wolfe, Tom Spencer and Jim
Fratis.
DELTA UPSILON
Kenneth E. Baker, Bill Seekers, William Belcher, Steven
Chial, Mike Dodds, Frank Escobar, Ric Forman, John Frerichs,
Paul Gallus, Rick Grove, Mike
Hallinan, Robert Hart, Steve
Havens, Tom Johnson, James
Kelso, Hank Korman, Douglas
Paul, Garry Pinney, Gary Shipman, Christopher Stern and
James Woodhead.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Donald Micheletti, Patrick
Hart, Gary B. Vannater, Gary
Thompson, Elias Victor Talavera, Al Smith, William Kenneth
Sinn, John R. Proctor, and Bill
Gillespie.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Wes Bentley, Robert Paul
Cameron, Johnny Carr, Gary
Condry, Pete Economou. Ed Firssio, Robert Griffiths, Robert G.
A. Jones, Curtis Kay. Vaughn

Delta Gamma: Elaine Armstrong, Anne Chambers, Kathy
Dunne, Sue Honig, Lani Lathrop, Linda Lucke, Bonnie Marr and
Paula Walker.
Alpha Chi Omega: Mary Ann
Campbell, Janet Fitch, Judy
Mazzaglia, Betty Phleg. Carol
Strachan, Roz Starkman, Jan
er to hold them back until
Tell and Sue Towne,
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) sound decisions were reached and
Gamma Phi Beta: Cathy ColA unique test of group behavior
help evaluate the integrated
lins, Janet Fakanda, Judy Gould,
conducted recently on the Berkproduct.
Peggy Kenfick, Linda Newman,
eley campus of the University of
Sharon Smith, and Molly and
California revealed "quiet" stuPhyllis Wyant.
dents outperformed "vocal" stuAlpha Omicron Pi: Mary
dents.
Bowles, Pat Bragado, Lori DickFour test groups from "very
Entered as second class matter April
man, Trudi Friend, Kathy Gulo,
vocal" to "very quiet" were as24, 1934, at San Jose, California, unKathy Grigsby, Laurie Jansen,
signed to test and evaluate a
der
the act of March 3, 1879. MemCarolyn Smith, Cindy LeBeck,
pamphlet and make a report
ber California Newspapers Publishers
Pat Stewart, Sue Maas, Martha
recommending ways to improve
Association. Published daily by AssoNewman and Marty Spicer.
ciated Students of San Jose State
it.
College except Saturday and Sunday,
The evaluations were evaluPLEDGE OFFICERS
during college year. Subscription acated and the work of the two
remainder.of-semes
cepted only on
Alpha Phi: Carol Feichtmeir,
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president; Linda Koenig, vice
semester $4.50. Off -campus price pr
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peared, had been unable to work
tary; Terese Good, treasurer,
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a
team
and
the
"very
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tising bd. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
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group
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Editor
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leadGilman, social chairman.
Delta Sigma Phi: Fred Claridge, president; Dick Murray.
vice pre,ident; Ben Hance, secretary and Roc Burrell, treasurer.
804 S. 11th STREET
Sigma Chi: Bob Riggs, presiPhone 294-3004
dent; Ron Lewis, vice president.
Jim Hunter, secretary -treasurer and Mike Cmokham, social
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Open Daily
chairman.

Leath, Erv Lehrner, Frank Riley
Little, Robert Lovejoy, Pete
Mandia, Edward Mittman, Robert Peckler, Robert L. Porter,
Jim Seibt. Ward D. Ward, Bill
Wonderly. and Dave Machado.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Rich Baiocchi, Donald DeMoss, Gary Hill, Ji111 Hosing,
and Albert D. Laura Jr.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
N i cho I a s Vertin, Warren
Steiner, Dwane Carlstrom, Abe
Cordova, Gibbe Parsons, Rex
McClelland, Paul Nielsen, Steve
Gerrard, Gary Lee Davis, John
Edward Young, Mike Rogers,
Jim E. McGuire and Douglas
Rydbeck.
SIGMA CHI
M ark Christensen, Jeffrey
Coupe, Dick Dombrow, Dan
Donovan, Charles D. Douglas,
Jim Haig. James H. Healey, William C. Holley Jr., Jim Hunter,
Bill Kaufmann, Craig ’<Limier,
Ron Lewis, Barry Mason, Robert Francis Pietrowski Jr., Tom
Reynolds, Robert Riggs, Ron
Rossi, Michael Simondi, Gary
Wescombe,
Walt Youngman,
Jack Rainey, Jerry Holman,
Mike Crookharn, Robert Bailey,
Len Magnani, and Bruce McDonald.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Dave Blakesley, Bill Bogard,
Dennis Casellini, William Michael Cordeiro, John Fleming,
Tom Frazier, Thomas R. Guisto,
Steve Hall, Jerry C. Holland,
Thomas M. Kearns, Steven Len
heim, Steve McGowen, Dorm
Murphy, Jim Paulson, Eric Rasmussen, Steven J. Reid, Steven
Sande, J. R. Shaffer, Steven
Sullivan, Martin Swofford,
Thomas Earl Walker, and Patrick Widger.
SIGMA NU
James Chapman, Terry Dwyer, Dave Finn, Donald Haug,
Charles Hayes, Ben R. Hill, Donald M. Hoag, Lucky Jordan,
Tony Leonardini, Nick Munoz,
Pat Raymer, Dave Robinson,
Robert Scattini, Anthony Scott,
Philip Randall Seger, John E.
Spanger, Grover Steele, Martin
Stenrud, and Tim White.
SIGMA PI
John David Metesser, Bob
Scarola, Duncan W. Edwards,
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Calypso Hum Wyatt
Cant Entertainment
PLAZA LANES BOWL
SPARTAN NITE Every
Mon. 8 Tues. 9 p.m. till 7
Located Story & White Rds
CL 9.2262
Mello up Party - Join th Fun!
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Spartan Spears
Name New Officers
New officers for Oa
year for Spartan Spew
more women’s honorar:.
have been named.
Heading the society wiit
Linda Yates. Pamela Nels,,r
fill the vice-president
Judy McConnell as rem:
retary, Ginny Vessel,
and Sue DeVries and Lynn Hutakeyama as historian -reporters.
Committee chairman will lu
Karen McKinney, registra,
Vicki Anderson. Agnew-L.
Cross, Jo Maxwell, Assoriated
Women Students, Sue Taylor,
lost and found, Jeanie Archer,
public relations, Carole Fuller
and Janet Hjelmeland, inspiration and Francie Gallaher, Otientation.

to DUKE
ELLINGTON
and his famous orchestra
YU 2-2455
Dinners from 7 p.m.

FACK’S

Powell
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ANDROCLES AND THE LION
By George Bernard Shaw

A Speech and Drama Production
Wed. film Sat., Oct. 24 thru 27
$1.25 GENERA I
College Theatre

50c SJSC STUDENTS
Curtain 8:15 p.m.

Box Office 5th and San Fernando Sts.
Open 1-5 Daily
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Davis, Ed Caii.ith.,. Jett,.
Kenyon, Wiliam Wakti.
Virello, Stefan L.
j.
Rolla, Eric Woodin.,[
an, and D. Kenneth 1
THETA (Iii
John Alleman, Path Banks,
Bob Blakeman, Early (laird’,
Jim Benin-tan, Bob GUI -flees Hifi
11111T, Mike Mendelson. Ili,.
R. Mickelson, Hogs
Gary Mykles, Rusty
Guy M. Perry, Jim Heiner,
Bob Pisano, Richard Ittretoa.,
Reilly, Richard C. Roby \Id,
Rotlsater, and Handy 1%
THETA XI
John Allen, Chuck Lci..enu,
Ron Berglund, Lawrence brace,
Jeff Giuvanetti, Al Grey,
Ham Hagopian, Richard
inke, E. Earl Nichols .1
Pandora, Vincent J. Pit:,
Mun Quick, Conrail I.
John William Samelm..
Shipilov, Henry Taylor, Michael Toole, and Mark V.

Last Four Days

Quiet Students Rate in Berkeley Study

SIRLOIN STEAK
GROUND BEEF
DINNERS
ONIONS
ki.MLESS
Down NYLONS
MIXES
CHOPS

Richardr,......

400 South First St.
PASSIONATE DEMONS

396 South First
"A VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR"

YOUNG GO WILD

TROPICA IRE

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH

ESQUIRE

TWIN-VUE- DRIVE-IN
(formerly Mayfair)
East Santa Clara at )7th
CL 14144
1191 E. Santo Clara Si.
BOTH SCREENS
Fri
"%et.. Wed.
beTind a sex survey tnn 8.45 Sat. and Sun, doom open
’nneovetsial best sell
LA DOLCA VITA
THE CHAPMAN REPORT
a’so
MERRILL’S MARAUDERS

14.

TWO WOMEN

Chandler

Se Reutda
to

t -

DRIVE-IN
ARADISIO
ed adults only. Playbo.
me best nude movie yet
SHE WALKS 09 14141bIT

DRIVE-IN

FR. 16707

WINCHESTER
THUNDER ROAD
THE WORLD OF SUZIE WONG
THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN
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Unknown SJS Gridder Became
Team’s Star in His First Season
Big
Ten
schools.
commented
By CAROL sW’ENtsEN
Iv 1960 vi hen fullback Johnny Johnson
Ever since Johnny started playJohn .on joined the
’ Tivichtt wn
ing he has been a standout for
v.a.
so
unhe
SJ football squad
the team. His tremendous start
wn that the press hooks didn’t makes up for his comparatively
small 5 foot 11 inch, 172-pound
mention his name Thr.s
,.. frame.
of the ,.tat s’
later at,
In his first season, he managed
!flees
centered around his pe:fii.
hero" for
and to earn the title of
’In 1059 I came to San
his part in the massacre of the
mie :he coaches. Titchenal
. :!: MC’ to send up my Iran- Stanford Indians lie scored tow
: the fall I was back touchdowns for :21 points and was
scr; explained tagged with the mei:name ’Touchwith
scholarship.
down."
Johnson.
This wasn’t Johnny’s tirst try
at football. He was voted the most
valuable player award while at
Jefferson High School in Los Angeles
.tfter graduation. Johnny alttendid Los t111:1:11, It College
hut the Mile "powerhouse" deckled not to plas that year.

He only anticipated the coming
fall when he would he a member
of the SJS team. -What I particularly liked about San Jose
was its great schedule. They were
tit play some of the Big Fie teams
and othre-s that played against

His statistic... for the 1960
stuns that this aasn’t his
onls good game. Ile carried
the ball 91 time for a total of
323 surds and an a%erage
.1.7
per carry.
Last year’s totals %%ere just as
impressive. He moved the ball 124
time,, for a total of 597 yards
and a 4.8 average per carry.
Up until the ASU game Johnny
has carried the hall 67 times for
a total of 252 yards and has
scored three touchdowns and a
two-point conversion. His big carries were 22 times in the Idaho
game and 19 times against Oregon.

it
It

Johnny has played three seasons but feels that -’we have a

Bob Wendell, playmaker guard
on the 1960 California basketball
team ranked No. 1 in the nation
will assist coach Danny Glint’s
with this winter’s San Jose State
Freshman Club.
Wendell will combine his assistant coaching chores with graduate work here in the School of
Business. He is looking ahead to
a career in rent estate.
Bob received a BS in political
science frotn California last June.

added. "It’s a joung team because we lost six players to proball"
-No. 32" loolod forflard to
the (al game and as usual Is
anticipating the Stanford game
"Es en If ss
Iii four 11144i
1.14. them all, %VP at’.’. mss %sant
that one." saki Johnson.

"OLDTIMER--Fullback Johnny "Touchdown- Johnson is currently leading the squad in rushing statistics. He was named
most valuable player at Jefferson High School in Los Angeles
where he plans to coach after graduation.

DU Records Fourth
Win, Leads League

THE
SKY
IS
NOT
THE
LIMIT

I As tic a 4-0-2
fll
Delta 1.:PS1i,
iocord and first place in the frahomily league standings after its
,hutout over PiKA, 7-0, although
it does have two ties.
However, the DU-PiKA game
Friday may be ruled no contest
by the Intramural Board at tonight’s meeting in MG121 at 6:30.

Student coaching under GIMes,
us. rates ’Aalso a Cal al
M(’ with Bob. His affiliation
gratiwith athIcties is
ing to him in either a coaching
or playing capacity.

Lambda Chi dropped its litir
game of the season and now has
2-3 record. Theta Xi shutout LCA
8-0. LCA’s Rob Masters Wils
caught for a safety and Ed Smith
passed to Pete Ruhkala for the
two scores.
Sigma Chi evened its record at
three-all as it took a 6-0 win from
DSP. Gary Olimpia threw to Ed
Marcos in the second half for the
only score of the game.
Theta Chi scored a rousing 91-0
win over Sigma Pi, Terry Dyck man received one touchdown pas,
from Lou Haas. Dyekman also
ran for a touchdown. Haas then
!completed a spiral to Nick Carboni
for Theta Chi’s third seine of the
day. Rick Linoway finished the
!scoring by returning an inter(voted pass for 60 yards and a

maintained a B scholasti.
age.
Bob

also

gave Califon...

bards some harrowing moments ’us
baseball.
Playing against Stanford RI,
tripled home the tying run in
h
crucial game, then stole home
to
win it.
Bob views this yew’s frosh aegregat ion as an "impressive"
group.
"It’s still too early to
!
far they can go," declares V.
dell, "but judging from the
rent outlook, they have strong

Both San Jose State and
fornia employ the tempo-type .
of basketball.
This origination of Newell’s
Never a prolific scorer during!
his hargicourt career at Berkeley, stresses keeping the other team
Wendell mastermined the Cal from scoring against you. Deliber
ate ball control, and working for
"tempo-type" offense under coach
only the best shot opportunities
Pete Newell.
He diagnosed weaknesses in the underlies the tempo game.
San Jose State has frequently
other team’s defensive set-up, then
riddled the opposition with sharp been near the top of the best de.
deceptive passes to the likes of fensive team’s listings during re6-10 Derail Imhoff and 6-4 Bill cent years. This is rated on the
All- least number of points allowed per
was
Imhoff
McClintock.
game.
American that season.
A third Cal contlibution to the
The "engineer," as Newell referred to the stocky 5-9 Wendell, Spartan freshmen is Pete Newell
Bob was a superb dribbler and a Jr., who begins at San Jose State
defensive dart with his quick after being picked All -City at San
Francisco’s Lowell High School
hands.
last season.

Bob stole the ball away from
Robertson no 1144% than

Oscar
If the board decides this, the game
three times during the Bears big
will be replayed. Intramural Divictory over Cineinatti in the
rector Dan Unruh said the facts
1960 NCAA cage playoffs. The
had not been gathered yet as of
Ono- win is Bob’s brightest
Friday,.
athletic moment.
SAE and PiKA are now tied for
A not -so-bright, but rathei tarnthird place as SAE lost to the
Sig Eps, 13-8. The idle Phi Sigs ished recollection is the 75-55 upset win Ohio State pinned on the
took over second place.
SAE dropped its second game of Bears to win the crown the next
the year when Sig Eps’ Rex Zim- night. Bob avoids this topic like a
merman passed for two winning Sonny Liston left -hook.
touchdowns. On the first one, he i In a brilliant athletic career at
hit Bob Spear and threw to Jerry !Menlo-Atherton, Bob WAS elected
the first recipient of the South
Holland on the second score.
ATO rose above the .500 mark Peninsula Athletic League prep
as the team rolled over Sigma Athlete-of-the-Year in 1957.
He was chosen to SPAL all.
Nu. 35-0. Gil Cyester put on a oneman show as he was involved in league teams twice each in both
!nearly all of the ATO scores. He basketball and baseball. He also
Iran for a touchdown to begin the lettered in football in his first
’scoring. He then passed to Dom fling at the gridiron.
Bob moved to the Berkeley
ASCHIII for two tallies and also hit
Al Hunt for scoring plays of 60 campus after one year at Menlo
and 40 yards. Gary Ables figured College, where he earned letters
in the final score too as he caught
a man in the end zone for a 5.,!.,y
ATO’s record is now three are’

1 r,g2

Former Basketballer
To Aid Frosh Coach
By DAVE NEWHOUSE

great team with good spirit and
they like to work together.- He

Johnny thinks we would have
week’s game
last
easily ,viin
against Idaho if there had been
better field conditions. He stated.
-They wouldrj. ,have touched us
,!ri a dry field.
"Our main problem this year is
not moving once we get under the
15-yard line. We just seem to
choke up, but we’ll do better in
,air Homecoming game against
New Mexico.- said the rugged
linebacker.
Since Johnny is a senior ph’.
cal education major, he has ho
plans for after graduation. He will
return to his high school alma
mater to coach unless he is drafted
to play pro-hall.

Monday net ’21

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
For Quick Dependablo
Service Come to

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santa Clara
AIMS

EXPERT
LUBRICATION
C ALL
CARS
All Other Car Sertie,
Al Discount Pr7ces

DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
Ca 5-6257

6th 8. KEYES

"Firlset, for. the

In basketball and baseball, and

ARTISTS’

Gators-Broncos
Reschedule Tilt
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI,
The
football game between the University of Santa Clara and San FranCISCO
State College, orginally
seheduled for Oct. 13, will be played
on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 22.
The game was postponed because of the big weekend storm
Gators athletic director Joe Vetducci announced the new date fol
Ilie game.

Portland May Move
PORTLAND, Ore. I UPII
The
President of the Portland Heave!,
said that the Beavers may not plaj

in Multnomah Stadium next baseball season,

MODELS’
BALL
bl

1.141

Mi, 20. 1902. at the

HAWAIIAN GARDEN Natinnel
a% ailable el
*.itiolico, corner of .ird it
I emend.,
for mail
ticket in reek

II fn..

nrcler s oils 11/11... .111 if add,
sIONNII.. tillI
I frotainio.

tally.
In the sole independent

game,

the Saints pushed pa-st Omega
Delta Nu, 25-6.
Monday’s independent league action includes these battles: Phi
Sigs No. 2 vs. SAE No. 2, DU No.
I 2 vs. "Libidos.- the Pink Tub
I Annex vs. the "Raiders." and the
Rebels vs. the Air Fowe FlOTC
all in letualo

:t=tf..y4tfoiRS25-’!
X>

Our Authentic

TENNIS SHOE
8.95
g.
1),.

Par,

E,

Independently
for spare -are-, thinkers on the Bell System team. World leader in communicationsfrom missile quidance
Systems to telephone calls relayed by satellitethe Bell System offers opportunity unlimited for today’s
oraduates. Come in and find out how far iou can go with the Bell System.
This team will r-,ntinue to give

Pacific Telephone
Technical 0: ’1
neering and .1,;

leration to all qualified anplicants for employment without regard to
rreed, Color or national ori2,n

Aowly Law*
;nical and non-ter.hnical graduates for engi,
ad-rnr;tratiie positions throughout
1 States.

INTERVIEWING ON OCTOBER 25 AND 26
PLACEMENT OFFICE

OWNED AND
OPERATED
APPROVED

APARTMENTS

,C

for WOMEN
Extra Large Rooms
Full Size Beds
Individual Closets
All Electric Kitchens

NOW RENTING for
SPRING SEMESTER

Crestwood Manor
643 S. 8th St.
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CY 4-4749
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Comfort on the courts and off in our
authentic Rams Head all-around tennis shoe.
Exclusive rigid arch support and famous fit

3

. how relaxed can you get? Black or white.

*

Ill UN!

Mr

Zal-DII\TS,i
VALLEY FAIR
2601 Stevens Creek Blvd.
f 1,,,,rs Monday thru Friday 9:30 to 9:30. Saturday 9.30 to 5)0
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AWS Open House ’Fitness Training Needed Float Construction
Outing InTheCU Tomorrow By All Adults’-Cureton Kicks Off Tonight

mammy,
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Tour Club Plans
To Coastline, Mission

Ass slated Women Students’
I AWS1 will hold an Open House; "The concept of physical train tomorrow from 3,30 to 5 p.m. in ing is needed by all adults of both
the AWS Lounge, located on the ,sexes," according to Dr. T. K. Curesecond floor of the College Union.. ton, Thursday night before a near
All faculty and students are in- capacity crowd in Concert Hall.
Cureton. director of the Physical
vited, according to Sue Curia, AWS
president. As refreshments will be Fitness Laboratory at the Universerved, Miss Curia suggested that sit); of Illinois, and a member of
students and faculty "come over to the President’s council of Physical
the open House for their coffee Fitness, spoke at a lecture sponsored by Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s
break."
Purpose of the function, which physical education fraternity and
will take the place of the regular; the Men’s and Women’s Physical
AWS meeting, is not only to show Education Department.
the Lounge. which has been corn- I Systematic physical training. acpletely re-decorated by the women, cording to Cureton, should be mainbut also to acquaint women stu- tamed over the whole life span,
dents with facilities available for and not just during youth to make
a grade in physical education or
their use,
AWS members will be on hand to make an athletic team,
WORKS OCT
to act as hostesses and answer any
Practicing what he preaches, the
questions for guests.
There will be displays and in- elderly professor had worked out
formation concerning the organi- for one hour in the SJS men’s
zation and its projects for the pool before the talk.
Cureton has been interested in
semester.

Carmel, Monterey and Pebble , yel. A323; David Hatch, A115:
Parm. M104.
Beach are three places to be vis- and Francis
All those is ishing to bring friends
and
Tour
the
ited by members of
and relatives from off-campus
Campfire Club on their trip Sun- ’ must turn their names in tu a
day. Oct. 28.
F club adviser.
The group plans to visit Point
Lobes, Santa Cruz, Watsonville.
Salinas. and the Carmel Mission.
The well-known 17-mile Drive is
also on the itinerary.
Price of the trip will be r.
$3.50 to $4u0. depending on tile
number of persons who go. This
price covers all admissions, including that to Zebble Beach. TransDr. Lewis Aronoo. of the Pharportation will be by chartered
macology Department of the Stanbus.
Students may bring picnic lunch- ford University School of Medies. Buses will leave from the front cine. will speak at the Chemistry
of the Spartan Cafeteria at 9:30 Department Seminar in S164 toSunday morning. Expected time of morrow at 1:30 p.m.
rett um is 9:30 p.m.
Dr. Aronow will discuss the
Students may sign up for the general subject area of pharmatour with any of the following cology, with emphasis on the work
club advisers: Mrs. Elizabeth being done at Stanford.
Stewart. M204; Dr. Alfonz LengOne purpose of the visit is 1.,
interest students in the graduate
study opportunities, especially
INSURANCE
those leading to research and
teaching positions. in the field of
PROBLEMS?
pharmacology.
We Insure Anyone!
Students who have an interest
Spacial Rates for Safe Drivers
in this area are urged to attend
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
the seminar and to contact Dr.
"4tevens Insurance SZervice
Aranow afterwards. To arrange an
CV 7-2854
770 Willow St.
appointment with him, contact the
Chemistry Department office, (extension 2632 I.

Stanford Speaker
To Discuss Work
In Pharmacology

0,

Spartaguide

THRIFTY
STUDENTS

Local Channel’s
TV Class Draws
PURITAN OIL CO. 140 Registrations
Cut Your Gasoline Costs
By Buying a Major Brand
Gasoline at Discount Prices

Just a Few Blocks from Campus
4th & William - 6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

DOTTIE’S
Sandwiches
I Accross from Admin. Bldg.)

Sandwiches
2 for 25¢
Or
50

Each
25¢

Frosties
Shakes

ine hundred and forty registered
--idents were expected to tune in
a televised extension course
s:it it-rlas morning over KNTV,
Channel 11. The course, Classroom
Communication, is directed to students and student teachers.
Saturday’s program featured
Miss Helen L. Brainard, assistant
ifessor of education, and Dr.
Frank Peluso, associate professor
of education. Dr. John M. Hof.trand, associate professor of ele,ssntary education, was moderator.1
Their subject was "The Individual." Discussion included selecting, planning and directing appropriate indisidual learning activities.
Dr. G. W. Ford, head of secondary education, is coordinator of
the program. Dr. Robert M. Diamsnd, associate professor of education and program supervisor of
instructional television services, is
!producer of the series.

Spentarta
CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

FOR SALE
reaso4abie. AL 2
’59 Vespe G.S.
9374. Car Bev,. 5 p n1.-9 pro.
V.,ry

...sties to st-,
Elderly gentlean
m

Vaughn’s 121 S. 4th. Slack sale now in
GA to
p.ouress. Men only.
r.
Contract for tele boe,dino house a,
Female
d s.-ouss CV 3-2675. Mn. Clark.
3.
For sale, Contract. Lad Manor 625 S
Hasher
rr- Ss Bob Scarole, Apt. II.

..

Ph. CY 4-4190,

57

Olds.

’61

111

apt reduced. Kil
t. 2 if 4-5168,
dey 4dr. AY, cond New
$795. 241 2725.

Ph h.
79 Fond nose
r,,

Gas dem

Ewcei

room.% wanted to share up’
545 S. 7 apt 6. 297-5209.

Superfluous hair removed for life, Nan CV 44499.
R E 210 S
SERVICES
Expert typing term papers. Reports rnen
u..cripts eon editing. 293-30135.
Typing-thesis, term papers, etc, Electric
ypei.r.ier. Ph. 377-6498.

Auto insurance for students. Ph 749
5.ers,o smisIfynsi
247,, ""w’ Be.:ei Ins, 38$ S. Mtn-, S.
Typing, all kinds per page t5n-.292 2346,
14 lb 8,unsw;cr
ack beauty and 16
r.
, "
Cr’ 57430
TRANSPORTATION
Apt contract. 4 nor. women. 5P;4e4
Ride ridn Hollnbeck Sunnyvale. 91 6
74r4pui. CV 3 6675
’’
’67 MGA

Of 11 93 1,t, fully oed
LY 3-3526 pm.

TODAV
Lambda Delta sigma, LDS Institute. 5:45 p.m.
Sophomores group photos for
La Torre. Inner Quad, 2 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Association, council meeting, WG2, 4:30
p.m:
Greek Club, meeting, M103, 8:30
p.m.
Allen Hall, speech on Siberia by
Dr. William Vatcher, associate
professor of political science, Allen
Hall lounge. 8:30 p.m.
Sophomore Class, meeting, ’TH124. 330 p.m.
Senior Clam, meeting, CH161,
3:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
Spartan Shields, meeting, TH20.
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization,
meeting, Memorial Chapel, 7:30

RENTALS
’55 Chevy V8 to ’ease. Nov. thru
so -rd. $25 6.er oionth aro - :insurance. 253-2224 aftet 6
’3 rm. furn apt. $85 .rro. util. pd. 454 S
Ph St
2 - I Br. apts. - elc. kit. $110.00 rno
633 S ;Hs Sr. 198.5770.
New 3 rm., stove refrig. couple, 6 blks
$69.50. 269.4025.

Seniors To Name
6 Committeemen

Appointments of six committee
chairmen will head the agenda
when the Senior Class meets
this afternoon at 3:30 in CH161.
A place for the Junior-Senior
Ball and pertinent Student Council business will be discussed.
"All seniors are invited and
Kappa Phl, cabinet meeting,
Wesley Foundation Lounge, 441 S. urged to attend," said Bruce Macpherson, class president.
10th St., 7:30 p.m.
Kappa Phi, pledge meeting. St.
Paul’s Methodist Church, 405 S.
10th St., 7 p.m.
Protestant Ecumenical Council,
luncheon. St. Paul’s Methodist
Church, 405 S. 10th St., 12:30 p.m.
Freshmen, La Torre deadline for
photos, 11 am. or 2 p.m. in Inner
Quad.
Lutheran Student AloaDelation.
meeting with discussion on discrimination, Campus Christian
Center, 300 S. 10th St., 7 p.m.
Women’s Recreation AssociaItion, competitive swimming. Women’s Gym pool. 4:50 p.m.
Women’s Recreation AssociaHon, synchronized swimming,
Women’s Gym pool. 7 P.m.
Women’s Physical Education
major,. volleyball, WG23, 7 p.m.

Kappa Delta Pi, educational
honor society, will hold an organizational meeting for all members
on Friday, according to club historian Phyllis Russell.
The meeting, which will begin at
2:30 in the A and B rooms of the
Cafeteria, will be an informal meeting to help acquaint new members
with old ones.

Frosh Class Meets
To Set Committees
(’lass committees anci homecoming activities will he discussed
today at the Freshman Class
meeting, according to Jane Scott,
freshman secretary.
The meeting will be held this
afternoon at 3:30 in E132.
Committees will he selected and
members appointed. "This is a
very important meeting and all
freshmen should attend," Miss
Scott said.

With the over-all theme "Spardi
Was There," Homecoming floats
have taken their first giant step
forward to the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
Construction will begin this evening under the pressure of a
Thursday evening deadline. "All
work on the floats will be confined during the hours of 2 to 10
p.m.," stressed Parade Chairman,
Al Malyon.
Budgets of material used must
be turned in by 5 p.m. tomorrow
to the Student Activities Office,
Adm242.
All the floats are depicting the
San Jose State mascot, Spardi, at
an historical event. The parade
has 14 entries, 11 are fraternitysorority combination entries and
the others are independent groups.
Most of the floats show Spardi
in some connection with a Lobos,
the wolf mascot of the University
of New Mexico, in anticipation of
football victory that evening after
the Saturday morning parade.
The Homecoming parade will
start at the corner of First and
San Salvador streets at 9:30 a.m.
The reviewing stand will be located on the east corner of First
and San Antonio streets. Ed Belling, radio and TV major, will be
the announcer.

Dr. Glenn Dumke, state college
chancellor, recently was appointed
to the Planning Committee
for
the second annual California
Con.
femme on Higher Education, as.
nounced Dr. Frederic W. Hile,
an
executive of the California Teachers Association.
The conference will be held
at
CTA state headquarters and at
the new Thunderbird Hotel in
Burlingame on May 3-4 c’f next
year. Representatives from state
colleges, junior colleges, the Uni,
verstiy of California and lisle,
pendent colleges will attend.
Nationally-known speakers will
be present at the conference. A
tentative theme of "Higher Education and the Dignity of Man,"
is planned.
According to Dr. Rile, "the international role of higher education in establishing freedom from
fear, want, tyranny and ignorance"
will be discussed by conference
participants.

FOREST AVE.
R. PHARMACY

Investment Club
Elects President

Your Health

Bob Panizzon is newly-elected
president of a new organization on
campus, Spartan Speculators, a
student investment club.
Working with him will be Bill
Hodges, treasurer; Linda Winterhalder, secretary; Earl Spurgeon,
publicity chairman; and Larry
Gebelein, tours chairman.
Kenneth Money, associate professor of business, is club adviser.
Next meeting of the Speculators
will lir Nov. 4

Job Interviews

This year 25 million needy
Americans will receive nearly
2.3 billion pounds of donated
food through the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s direct
distribution program.

is our primary
responsi bi litv
To serve your physician’s prescnp.
lions with the utmost precision is
our main concern. But we also know
that your daily needs must be filled.
That’s why we carry a full line ol
brand name toiletries, drugs and cosmetics at modest student pnces
plus a free defivery service.
I .1( R4200

2016 Forsat .Sse.
(Off flaxenm Ave.1

Did You Say Typewriters?

TODAY’
Remington Rand: Mathematics
and electrical engineering majors.
TUESDAY
State of California, Division of
Highways: Real estate, business
administration and economics majors.
Sears, Roebuck and Co.: Business administration, liberal arts.
all majors often suited,

We’ve got ’em!
Now, used and rental machines
Fully guaranteed
Free parking and delivery
Special student rates
"We’re cent to Cal look"Cl 3 5283

124 E. San F

do
MODERN OFFICE

CO.

'ME
CUU111E1T

wacir
KING’

tb,

St 2.F.

Winston
FILTERCICARETTES

This Week Special!

PANTS
Cleaned
and

Pressed

55‘

FINER FILTER
FOR FINER FLAVOR

Winston is America’s
best-selling filter
cigarette because
Winston is America’s
best-tasting filter
cigarette!

regularly 841.
PURE WHITE,
MODERN FILTER:

r.1
PLUS

o ppe d

’57 183 -ernov. hardtop. R&H
11 395 CV 3-2677

boost from a past average of 56
pages to 68, the manager said.
Circulation also rises from an
average of 3500 to 5000, a record
for Lyke.
The "bigger and better" Fall
1962 issue proves that "things
ain’t what they used to be," Battey points out.
Earliest issues of Lyke carried
only 50 pages and were published
three times a year, or once a
quarter. Current issues come out
four times a year, or twice a semester.
The largest-Lyke-ever will be
sold on campus Wednesday-Friday. Stands will be located from
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday in the Outer Quad, in
front of the library and bookstore,
and from a special "Lyke bus" in
front of the cafeteria on Seventh
Street. Only one stand will be on
campus Friday

live in. Willow Glen area )
Ca,, CV 2-8588. Salary open

wanted breakfast and dinner c.
Meals and pay. Must be
2 Boy’s 3-speed bikes. sesy good she. stsuen
- no classes before 9 a.rn
e 378-9513.
Ca.’ CV 4-4E22.
58 Simms; exl. cond. 57 500 no., seat 2
to share snap. or
’qS "0" CV 32243.
$37.50. Iru., 561 S. Ith apt. 5
’55 Austin A-40. $
3-6161.
PERSONALS
Aociroed

Kappa Delta Pi
Meet Scheduled

First Lyke Hits 68 Pages;
Will Be Biggest Campus Mag
Lyke, SJS’s feature magazine.
will become the largest college
magazine in the United States
with its distribution on campus
Wednesday, according to Bruce
Battey. manager.
Readers will get "more for their
money" due to the magazine’s

physical fitness for many years. He
has attended every Olympic game
since 1932 in order to conduct
reasearch on athletes.
The phssical education professor has not limited his research to
athletes. but has studied the physical fitness of teachers and bustnessmen.
TREE TRiNK
Health. according to Cureton, is
like a trunk of a tree. Home, occupation and recreation are branches. If the trunk rots, Cureton said,
the branches will fall off.
Cureton stressed the importance
of medical science and physical
education working hand -in -hand to
determine possible exercises for
better physical education.
The physical education professor said that the main goal of a
life-long program of physical training is "more life for one’s years,"
and possibly more longevity.

Dumke Join
Planning Body

MISCELLANEOUS

FILTER- BLEND UP FRONT

Only 2 days
’Iii’ "L --day
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25e line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AO:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 6. Tower Hell, or
Suet in Handy Order Blanl
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

91dett We4st
Cleatter4
25 S. 3rd San Jose
CY 2-1052

Wfuni@tam atfi good
like a efigarette should!
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. Is J Re,r44,16TO,t4 comma,.
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Grad Interviews

a2tein

Jane or mummer heii0110111
ralaureate degree candidates
should make inters levi appointments tor elea ring 01 re4-ords
nith the Registrar’s fried%
tat lwfere Nov. 9..appointments
must he Iliad.. a dis:Silead of the
planned intervlets In order to
p.0 tees.

101. 50
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Rush for Shots Survey To Study
Depletes Flu Peak Traffic Hours
Serum Stock

Today’s Classics
Swedish, Chinese
"The Seventh Seal," Ingmar
Bergman’s classic in Swedish with
English titles, is scheduled for this
afternoon’s classic films showing
at 3:30 in Concert Hall.
An accompanying short, "Night
at the Peking Opera," from Red
,
silor, will also be shown.
who miss the 3:30 per, nice may catch the second
.... mg at 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey
ThereH re admission charge
th the
the program is
open
rs
of the college
comn

Step Lively!

Faculty memberi, students, and
personnel who are on campus today, during peak attendance hours
(10:30 am. and 7 p.m.1, will be
asked to participate in a survey
of traffic and parking in the college area,
Questionnaires will be circu-

lated to ascertain the following:
campus location, class ie.g., sophomore, faculty, staff), car ownership, mode of transportation to
and from the college, time of arrival, time of departure, residence,
and parking location.
Student volunteers, including Associated Student Body officials and
ROTC members, will circulate the
forms in the library, bookstore,
College Union, cafeteria, dormitories, and at outside areas.
This survey of the college area
is part of a larger study of the
downtown area by the city of San
Jose. Wilbur Smith and Associates,
Los Angeles traffic and parking
consultants, have been commissioned to conduct the survey.
According to J. W. Boring, San
Jose traffic engineer, the questionnaires will aid the city in determining the chief routes of traffic to
and from the campus.
Effect on local traffic and parking by the closing of Seventh
Street will be presented in the
final report of the consultants.
Expected completion time for the
report is March 1963.
Results of the survey, when completed, will he available to the
college for use in planning future
construction.
Of the 12,000 queries furnished
ty the city for daytime distributi,m, Publications Manager Lowell
I’. Pratt estimated that responses may total 10,000. He experts approximately 3.000 resp,m-es from the evening classes.

KINCAID
.it Saturday morning’s 11.a..-inting pat ride in downtown San Jose will gaze upon 47
entries passing along First, Santa
Clara. Seeimil and San Cork*:
Streets, competing for four division l’Oph if‘S.
The 141;2 Fromettoming theme.
"Spardi kV:is There."
will he ear tad
’ 11 floats and 18 noveltY "1;
. in whieh the San Jose
.1
ardi, is portrayed
a’ -1,1, I.,
event.
Three
III gloup entries
end II friiiiinoy-serority
combination float- \s ill
is, ineluded. Most
enters; will be based
on a recurrent theme of "Spardi versus
El
The 1,0110 is wolf mascot
at the
University of New Mexico,
awl he will take a symbolic beating
In "saertation
of an 5.15 football
the night of the parade.
stiNEN BAND%
1,mtk., besides the enlor
Zhrtl, lianner
tanot es, eherrINtlers and
lianI front San Jose
Slate, also will
Part ciliate in the
Parade.
The Alpha
Tau Omega and 11,1ta GaITIMil float
contribution le the
Riiiheeoming parade will
deliir’t
line, of the very earliest rharireterizlhons, "Sparrli B.C."
The ’Thita
ehl and la
nY aill show Alpha Theta enit Columbus -type
.istroe his ship.
gualini-I

1Federal Careers
Information Here;
Booths on Campus
Representatie
trom the federal
government will be on campus to
acquaint students with job opportunities in various government
agencies.
Scheduled to be held from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m., display tables are located in the outer quad and in
case of unfavorable weather they
will be placed in E218.
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Quarantine
i Action Swift:
i
Accusations, Military Alerts

By ROBERT J. KORENDOLD I deii.,iiiteit a meeting of the United arena toi the first to -t it the U.S.
MOSCOW I UPI I - The Soviet Nations Security Council.
Idecision.
Union canceled all military leaves I The official Soviet Tass news I It was understood on good auyesterday, halted discharge of key agency said measures were being; thority here that Soviet Premier
men from its armed forces and taken to increase the nation’s mili- Nikita Khrushchev had let it be
accused the United States of mov- tary preparedness. One move in knewn in Western diplomatic
ing toward an H-bomb war by its; this direction was the decision le .1. le that he had given "go
blockade of Cuba.
halt the "discharge from the Siwiei *I.., ...h" orders to Soviet ships in
1 In swift reaction to President army of senior age groups in - ’ a- iii event that the Americans threw
, Kennedy’s blockade announcement I tegic rocket forces, anti-air’rati , irdrin around Cuba.
(701"NSELING
\! t ,,f the Soviet declaration -’ the Kremlin also called a meeting defense troops and the submarine
The program is to provide in- of military officers of the Corn- fleet."
.t. list Russian response to the
formation and career counseling in munist Warsaw Pact nations and
The Russians called for an ii,,- I; S quarantine order - was dejob fields, and is not designed to
- mediate meeting of the United Na-; ,,,terl to sharply worded criticism
Dr. John Kelley, prominent
interview candidates for specii.
tions Security Council to deal with of U.S. policy in regard to Cuba.
mathematician, will he the first
jobs.
the situation and warned that "ifi
,. TIDJEAT TO PEACE
speaker of this semester’s Disthe aggressors unleash war, the 1
Federal Careers Day is presented
At this anxious hour. the Soviet
tinguished Lecture Series, sponSoviet
Union
will
deliver
the
;
in conjunction with the Civil Servi government regards it as its duty
sored by the SJS mathematics
mightiest
retaliatory
blow."
ice Commission and SJS.
to issue a serious warning to the
department.
In a government statement hand- I
Richard Coffin, chairman of the
government warning it that by
Dr. Kelley’s lecture, with the
Kohler,:
i.,I
to
U.S.
Ambassador
Foy
U.S;
event, said that the program is
the m. easures iannounced by
title "1.1=0," is scheduled for
the
Soviets
accused
the
United;
taking
designed to bring highly qualified.
President Kehnedy t assumes a
Today is United Nations Day.
States
of
direct aggression against
career-minded people into contact
grave responsibility for the des Model United Nations ilsIt’Ni Cuba and repeated the claim that
with representatives of various
is recklessly playing
of the Pacafic West, headquarterisi Soviet arms shipments to that; tin. les of peace.
governmental agencies.
lat SJS, will observe UN Day by iountry were solely for Its defense.;
It claimed that times have
;sending speakers to civic regainThe statement. broadcast by
NOT LIMITED
changed and the United States
zatiens
this
week.
Not limited to specific fields,
Moscow Radio, gave no hint as to
, can no longer regard itself as the
United Nations Day festival will whether the Russians would at all college students, regardless of
strongest military power.
major courses or study. are pos. be celebrated Saturday from noon tempt to break the U.S. cordon
-The U.S. President declared in
sible candidates for federal careers. to 11 p.m. at the Santa Clara around Cuba by sending through
his speech that if es-en a single
Coffin added that the more than County Fairgrounds, aceording to another shipload of arms,
nuclear bomb fell on U.S. territory,
230,000 persons now employed bylSan Obregon, MUN secretary-genSEEK TEST IN U.N.
the United States would strike a
the federal government in Cali- crab.
Although its tone was indignant retaliatory blow," the Russian
fornia are an indication of the
Memorial stamps of Dag Ham- ,ind harsh, it appeared to designate
statement said.
extent and diversity of the ca. marskjold, late secretary-gener.
r.N. Seenrity Council as the
"Nuclear weapons created by the
reers which constitute a major em- of the UN will be sold from
Soviet people and in the hands of
ployment opportunity for current MUN sponsored booth at the Fesi
the people never will be used for
graduates.
th purposes of aggression. But if
Paper and envelopes will be pro- .
the aggressors touch off a war.
\icier] for stamp-buyers. "The leithe Soviet Union would strike a
tors will be collected and sent t
most powerful retaliatory blow,"
t-7-. headquarters because they can.
’Ile statement said.
Dr. Albert Rosenberg, associate
,rif be mailed from there," OhreDR JOHN KELLEY
Beginning today, Spartan Daily will present the editorial
professor of English, svill revieu
,ion said.
William Golding’s "Lorcl of the
cartoons of Bill Mauldin as a regular feature. Sre page 2
... to open series
Flies," at today’s 12:30 book reMorris Dailey Auditorium at 1
view in moms A and B of thr
p.m. today.
cafeteria.
A professor of mathematics at
Said Dr. Rosenberg. "Lord of
the University of California,
the Flies" is comparable to; The Humanities Club has reBerkeley, and former head of the
ierniwratir Asomibly candidate Swift’s "Gulliver’s Travels,- es- I served
tickets for Carl Sanddepartment there, Dr. Kelley is
; Reed Searle, campaigning for the pecially Book IV. and to Con- berg’s performance Friday night
presently on sabbatical leave do:22nd District seat, will lead off a cad’s "The Heart of Darkness.at 8:30 in the B;;- .
Communing research and writing at Stan’ three-part lecture series this afterpresiDr, Rosenberg’s choice is timely ity Theater, ac’
ford University.
nowt dealing with the topic, "What because of today’s . ; .
The belt
Janice Winser
under
the
story
of
Indonesia’.
birth
nation
circumstance
The
of Is A Subversive?"
He gained prominence as an in
c11,’
"i’ickets can he mirchaseci for
book is both an Ad’, .::
structor on Continental Class- as a country and history as a being a very old country, such as
Sponsored by TASC iToward An and a parable about rach from the secretary in the
room, a TV educational program. land will be told tonight at 8 Indonesia. The country’s people, Active Student Community’. the
.rnanities office. F0127. Transare stranded on an islairi ....
For which he wrote the text "In- when Dr. James P. Heath. SJS its land and agricultural laden- talk will be held at 3:30 in CI-1119. adult
car
;,.-ision after an alianr
tat ion Will be provided by
professor of zoology, lectures on tialities and its customs will also
troduction to Modern Algebra."
Originally scheduled for Mon- attaci.,
o.,,i!nz it
!,
’Indonesia: New Country, Old be discussed.
day afternoon, Searle’s talk was
"Al least portions of Indonesia postramrd until batty
.1..and,’ in Concert Hall.
Dr. Heath will also show color are the most crowded in the
films taken by himself when he!world." Dr. Heath commented.
was there on a study leave from ; At Bali. the professor witnessed
one of the last cremations of a
March, 1960 to April, 1962.
A member of a University of rajar. Dr. Heath said the high
signmis
an’i
California project for the im- expense involved in the ceremony low
’tc to Cii.M1O1
provement of education in Indo- would probably prevent many Carnpf WV C1111
mid Monterey in Sunday.
rtesia, Dr. Heath taught biology more,
,kri :Mugs -Black
Tis Ii. al,,::,’ went on sa le on
Students may sign up in M201.
at a medical school while he was ; lie took part in a search for a
campus this morning and will he
all over?
rare monkey in Borneo for the Price of the tour, which will inthere.
Read the Fall 1962 iSSIIC of sold until I I this afternoon.
He said his talk tonight will San Diego zoo and helped cap - clude trips to Pebble Beach, Watt morrow
from
Lyke, S.’JS feature magazine. to Sales cont
nose:
of
the
eight
sonville.
Lobos,
proboscis
a
and
Point
will
be
lure
of
new
I
nature
the
deal with
7:30 atm-4 :et p.m. and Friday
it around the Lobos in Ala,.
find (Hit,
monkeys.
$3.50 to $4.50.
from the special "Lyke Bus" in
of victrn y.
- front of Spartan Cafeteria on SevThe Sigma Nu and Kappa Kapenth Street. and front stands in
pa Gamma float will present
front of the bookstore, library
Spardi as a minuteman engaged
and Outer Quad.
in battle with a Lobo in British
In addition to the usual Lyke
uniform during the American RevDon Mwards. Democratic can1551 feature. the maganne has
olution. The Spardi illusttated by
iIted a full -page portrait of a
Delta Sigma Phi and Delta Zeta didate for Congress in the Ninth
the
vuistery Doll."
will be an heroic Sir Lancelot, District. will appear before
this after ilegular Dolls are
grappling with his foe again the S.IS Democratic Club
noon at 3:30 in E132, according 10
Ferr and Nancy Nciderholzer.
Lots,.
Jesse
Torres,
club
president.
One of the Dolls, Naney. and a
FIRST AUTO
Edwards will speak about his ,
male escort model Fall campus
An historic Spa tail riding in the
election.:
coming
the
in
candidacy
fashions to complete the 11 pages
first atittnnutnir evor marle will be
The speech is a part of the;
of "Doll pix." This is the first
the entry of Alpha Chi Omega and
Club’s
program
of
;
Democratic
time a Lyke Doll has modeled
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. The Phi Mu
presenting all local Democratic;
fashions for the magazine. accordand Pi Kappa Alpha float will ilthe
before
on
campus
ing in Ann Kuizenga. editor.
lustrate the conquering of Mt. candidates
election.
Carrying nut the issues "Black
Everest by a bold Search. He is Nov. 6
and White- idea are an article im
threatening to cut the rope from
"Students in Politics" and an inwhich dangles a fearful Lobo.
terview with a relative new of
Leif Ericson’s disenvers
center in the comedy field. Dick
America, with Sprirdi’s head on
Gregory. "the Negro Mort Sahl "
the ship’s lees’. will he recalled by
Other features include an article
the Chi Omega and Sigma Pi
on former 5.15 students overseas
.11."’ Rlsmi: African Nat ions’’
float. The Lamhda Chi Alpha and
to he given
as Peace Corperneti. a nicht rPC;arnma Phi Beta entt-y will por- entities the 5Pecell
C. Steele, pr"1.‘story im the S.IS Marching Band,
feotball battle of hY 1)1.’ William
tray a
sor of geography, today at 2
fiction. eartotins and jokes.
1950 in winili ilii Spartans pub p.m. in rooms A and B of the
Dist ribut ion of the 65-page
verized the I,, . hos to the majestic college cafeteria.
ii
magazine, which has a record cirtune of
The talk is being sponsored by
culation of 3,0(Nri. makes I.yke the
peter and ti,- Wolf will be perAlpha Kappa Delta, National So.
largest eollege magazine in the
sonified by the Siema Kappa iond ciology Honor Society. The honor
HOMECOMING
FOR
PAST
LYKE
DOLLS
S Recording to Bruce Battey.
Sigma Phi Etisilial ,ntrilnitiial to
invites the public to hear
Former
on
thn
"Lyke
Lyke
Dolls hop
front of Spartan Cafeteria on Seventh Street,
wagon" to
hi sines,, manager.
theisr-Ziestytees
the phric.r; :i
w speech, which ’sill
urge
students and faculty to pick up their
are (I -r) Bruce Battey, Lykc business manager;
naci-I
Lyke. which is published tale,
’i,,teti Iliac’
of
analysis of the current nacopies of the feature magazine today and toColleen Sullivan, Jereie DeJorno and Pam
a semester, is an independent.
tiend
in
tionalism
Africa.
6)
Page
Olt
d
morrow. On the wagon, which is parked in
(Conn
Carlton.
self-supporting magazine.

Kelley To Speak
At First Lecture
Of Math Series

HUN To Observe
United Nations Dar
Booth, Speakers Set

lor d of Flies’
TR o Be eviewed

Editorial Cartoons

Indonesian Journey
Tonight’s Talk Topic

Humanities Offers
Sandberg Tickets

Searle To Open
TASC Lectures

r

Tour Signups

Homecoming Parade
Features 47 Entries
iti
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San Jose State’s Student Health
Service is out of influenza vaccine,
Dr. Thomas Gray, service head,
stated yesterday.
The service does not foresee getting a resupply in the near future,
Dr. Gray said,
The Health Service head noted
that the vaccine’s unavailability is
due to shortage from the drug
firms.
"Only so much can be ordered
at one time," Dr. Gray stated,
"and the vaccine takes around a
month and a half to prepare."
One of the big causes of the vacdoe lack, Dr. Gray noted, is the
rash amount of students who have
been showing up for the Friday
immunization program offered by
the service.
He stated, "We have never offered this service on a ma.ss basis.
It is only for those who have special needs in obtaining all immunizations. The program was never
intended to handle the crowds that
have come."
The health service chief went on
to say the immunization program
was set up especially for students
taking nursing, athletic and military piograms requiring them.
For the last three Fridays, 291
students have gotten 346 immunizations. Last Friday was the largest number to date, with 312 coming for immunizations.

Bonfire Roily
Henry Maneini, recording star,
and the Daisfarers, folk singing
group, %sill appear at fritlitt’s
p.m. bonfire raIlt at the santa
if lane t taint) lairgriloilillbs. The.
ellteetaillen. appearance Is being
arranged through the Si.IS
ni Association.

Demo Candidate
To Address Club

Geography Lecture
To Analyze Africa

.1

Humor, Fiction, Dolls
Featured in Lyke

2--SP.ART.4N DAILY
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Thrust and Parry

7,444 Comment
Patience Exhausted
For ’leads four sears. ilie I toted ’tate, hr. INI11
IIDiv .11111il,ui,
.;gain bs the i astro regime. Noss the patience
ot thi- nation has been exhausted In the militars buildup.
V lieu balh-lie missiles %s in’ ranges up to 2.500 miles lie on
aimed at the 1. lilted States. the purpose. is no
I.Iting
longer deli
C411 be cone
Itegreitahle though it mas be. the ilecis’
pared to that 1114111. iii the Mississippi integraf
crisis a
month ago. The polii i.’- of the l lilted States ol% er
,it N ill
hid
lie respected utile-, !lies are aelequatels enforced.
hat makes the -itortieu more depressing, Iroueser. is
III.’ sear being %%aged in ii.. fir Fast between Reel China arid
ith this eolith.] ..;.;;;s: on and another on the horizon.,
the isorld’s 1;iiir most populous nations hold the destins of the
planet lii a precarious position. "Ille situation is nut etwourthe le.e.t.
,11115. to
I IF,

Cartoons by Mauldin
Through the grarious permission of the San Francisco
hr Wle and its F xe;iltise Editor. Scott Nese hall. the Spartan
Daily is proud to jr.’-’’ sitthe editorial cartoons of Hill Mattlilin
as a regular feature for the
rest of the semester. The
Chronicle has purchased seclusis e rights to
cartoons ill the 10 this Area
countie.. And it is is tilt its kind
permission that the Stua-Titnes
Dails Niess Syndicate is able
to pros ;de the Spartan Daily
with this feature.
A staff cartoonist for the
Chicago Sitti-Tinies. Mauldin
was creator of V orld
ar lEn
ii lie arid Joe- cartoons and
has keen ;a two-time winner of
the Pulitzer Prize. H.- won his
first in 1945 with his comments on the life of the GI
during the var. his second
BILL MAULDIN
Pulitzer Prize came in 1959.

.

. begins today

0,

OPEN
TILL 9
Monday
Thursday
Friday

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPTMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Cr 8-1212
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

Open only to students of

SAN JOSE STATE

VICEROY
Football Contest #3
(Closes October 3 I th)

’’;1114

First Prize...$100
Second Prize... $2500
Ten 3rd Prizes 1’

EACH

12 WINNERS ON THIS CAMPUS IN EACH CONTEST.

Four cant i
in all ... New contest every two
weeks .. . exclusirely for the students on this
campus! You’ll find complete rules printed on
OfTwi::1 Football Contest Entry Blanks.
Ballot Boxes and Entry Blanks are located at:

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
SPARTAN DAILY OFFICE
F & P LIQUOR STORE

"YOU NOW) Sit SURAT WE Do to PtOPLE Wire, 1,0,4t LIKE us!

Breeding and Nurture
Of War in Far East
By PHIL NEWSOM
How a war is born:
Sept. 4, 1958: Indian Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru tells
his Parliament that "fairly considerable parts of Bhutan have
been included in a map published
by the Chinese People’s Republic
as the approximate borders of
China." The Indian government
requests a correction.
Aug. 7, 1959: Nehru reports a
"strange silence" on the part of
the Chinese Reds on the subject
of Communist maps showing sections of Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim,
the Indian Northeast Frontier
and Ladakh as part of China
proper.
Aug. 28, 1959: Nehru says Red
Chinese troops have penetrated
Indian border regions at two
points opposite Tibet in a "clear
case of aggression."
NO C’OMMON GROUND
April 26, 1960: Nehru tells
Parliament he met a "hard rock"
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in his discussions with Red Chinese Premier Chou En-lid and
there was "no meeting ground
at all."
Nov. 5-6, 1961: In the United
States, Nehru describes relations
with Red China as "somewhat
strained" . . . But "peace and
peaceful methods of approach
to problems for us is a passion.
not only a passion for something
which all our logic and mind
drives us to as essential for our
growth."
Oct. 22, 1962: With the Indians falling back under a reported human wave Chinese attack, Nehru says, "We face the
greatest menace to our liberty."
As the fighting reached new
peaks amid the peaks of the all
but inaccessible Himalaya Mountains, there seemed general
agreement that the Red Chinese
had initiated the new action.
It also seemed clear that beginning clear hack in 1954, Nehru either had misunderstood or
had underestimated Chinese intensions.
GAINED SOME TIME
When he signed his non-aggression pact with the Chinese
in 1954 there was speculation
that the maneuver had gained
for him five to 10 years before
he would have to face the threat
of a Chinese southward push.
Then in 1959 came the Red
Chinese conquest of Tibet, closely followed by claims on neighboring Sikkim and Bhutan, tiny
Himalayan
protectorates
to
whose defense India was pledged.
Three possible reasons have
been advanced for the Chinese
timing. One is to establish themselves firmly before winter really
closes in. Another is that they
hope to force Nehru into talks
and into concessions. A third is
that they need a victory to offset troubles at home.
At any rate, Nehru is outmanned and outgunned. If the
Chinese manage to pierce the
Himalaya barrier, then all of
Southeast Asia lies before them.

Editor:
We dorm residents at SJS are
required by contract to purchase
a $175 meal ticket fin’ the semester. There are 245 meals
served this semester. Breakfast
must be eaten between 6:45 and
8:30 a.m., and dinner between
5 and 6:45 pm., or we forfeit
our right to that meal. In order
to be served, we must wait in
line, sometimes more than 20
minutes, to have our meal tickets
punched.
The food is most unappetizing. In the morning, the eggs
are either coated with grease
when fried or partially cooked
when scrambled. The toast is
soggy. Bacon also is excessively
covered with grease and the sausages are rarely found to be
cooked throughout. Juice is provided only about twice a week.
Occasionally, we are served fresh
fruit. Fortunately, we have
cereal every morning, which is
fast becoming our staple. Most
of us either force ourselves to
eat breakfast, or we just do not
bother. At dinner, the meat often
is cold. All is not lost, however;
we are allowed to take all the
milk, tea, or coffee that we can
drink. But how much liquid can
one consume to satisfy his appetite?
An informal poll taken of the
residents on the third flour of
Markham Hall to see how many
meals the average student misses
in a week showed 3 to 4.
Why is it that a better meal
can be bought elsewhere for less
than what we are paying? An
Inadequate inter-dorm food committee was formed a year ago to
represent the students to the
cafeteria management and find
out why. What do we do now?
Where do we turn? We want
the food that we are required to
pay for to be improved. Is that
asking too much?
Mark Zimmerman ASH .410031
Bob hristle ASH A10935
Noel Lanelut ASB A14074
Richard Ilaneeet ASH A6051
Stan Wolfe ASH A4676
hrusse ASH .414547
Joseph T. Lee ASH A12081
James Drelger ASH A1129
Bob Halley ASH A5122
Jon horrlage ASH A8671
TOIII Roach ASB A13009
Dwight Middleton ASH 151
Cary hoegle ASEI .413195
Jim Ehlers ASB A575
David Gibson ASH A5603
her ASH A3363
Gary Mae
John Tordoff ASH A12973
Michael Itowtiian ASH A5427
Randy KInst ASH A6709
Philip D. Holcomb ASH A400
Das id H. MeWilliam ASH A1867

Indian Industry
Geared for War
Premier Jawaharlal Nehru
called on the nation Monday
night to put its economy on a
war footing. He declared that
"we will fight the Chinese Communists out."
The Red China Defense Ministry reported "general advances"
on both the eastern and western
fronts, but added that Indian
troops "are still entrenched" in
some outposts, particularly in
the west.

too strong
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40 -PIECE ORCHESTRA
Hear MANCINI and full orchestra play
"Peter Gunn", "Mr. Lucky", "Moon River"
"Baby Elephant Walk"

I plus EXTRA AHED ATTRACTION
THE WAYFARERS
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Friday October 26 8:30 p.m.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS $3.95, 3.25
225
ON SALE
ST CLAIRE HOTEL

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
CY 5-0888 AND ALUMNI OFFICE

§eSHOO 81411
73060
TOW NE CV
1433 The Alameda
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JUDGEMENT AT NUREMBURE
ALndemy Awar.d W
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[thydnoi
400 South First St.
PASSIONATE DEMONS
He, o ,

Look Your
Sharpest!

396 South First
Requiem For A Heavyweight
Two Weeks In Another Town

YOUNG GO WILD

When the Occasion is Formal
Wear a Tux From IDA’S

TROPICAIRE
TWINVUE
DRIVE-IN
Eatt Santa Claire at 37th
CL S-11144
501H St:PEENS
Requiem For A Heavyweight
st,-,

DINNER
JACKETS,

never before
and
Two Weeks In Another Town
F,Alf

ACCESSORIES

(formerly Mayfair)
1191 E. Santa Clara St.
ADVICE AND CONSENT
(starts at
.11 Henry Ford.
and inane’ ’
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ONLY TWO CAN PLAY

58 50 Rental Fee
I

Also
available
1
in new

VicEnoys / 4
’Dix 11,./IV.4
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THE VIRGIN SPRING

AND

Not too Light...

got the Taste
that’s rigt_itl

Is an Wall%

belongs to the world. It commemorates the establishment of
the United Nations 17 years ago.
It is appropriate on United Nations Day not only to raise flags
and make speechs but also to
take a thoughtful look at the
rule of the United Nations in a
rapidly changing world.
The goals of international cooperation which were set down
in the charter 17 years ago are
as valid now as tiw day they
were written. Indeed, the urgency of their realization has
grown with each passing year.
"To save succeeding generation,
from the scourge of war" is not
merely the dream of the idealist
-it is the compelling necessity
of the nuclear age. Equally it is
important in our complex interdependent society "to reaffirm
faith in fundamental human
rights, in the dignity and worth
of the human person, in the
equal rights of men and women
and of nations large and small."
Such developments are essential if the world cooperation is
to move from the law of the
jungle to systematic cooperation.
Through the United Nations
the world has set itself some
vital and closely -related objecthes- the maintenance of international peace arid security, the
development of friendly relations

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY

PANTS, SHIRTS,

rJrt

Edit I

By lialtt-d Press International

ALL NEW

ENTER NOW
AND WIN!

Ii,, iris and the !slant)_
tion of international (4..1/elation
in the economic and sociat hews.
Sueess means mankinds
al and physical sun ival. 1sthat
struggle all men must suit...
The attainment or these objee_
ttves can mean peace, security,
and greater well-being tor
men
and women everywhere. (in
United Nations Day 1962 and
daring the months to come,
we,
the peoples of the worlij. must
in the words 01 the churt,r
"combine Our Olital IS to aeikan.
plish these alms."
Richard .1. QuIgley
11Aft4tUliVe Assistant to the
Seeretary tieneral,
Model l’inIted Nations
S.1.4
ASH H161448

’U.N. Goals Must Be
Dorm Students Tell
Mealtime Complaints Realized for Peace’

,

Case
f

Ee Raweitex

WATCH FOR THE OPENING

OF OUR NEW STORE
380 S. Ist

Ida’s Tuxedo Rental
027 5 1st St ..._

....CY 2.9102

Frank talk about your hair: Vitalis with V-7
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.
Naturally V-7is the gr_easeless grooming discovery.Vitalis’’’
with V-76 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dry.
ness, keeps your hair real all day without grease. Try it!
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U.S. School Costs
Hit $18 Billion

Wednesday Oct

Kenneth 91.

By BETTY LUBRANO
Photos By Barry Stevenson
Kim, assistant protessur of resin.-

ation:
insignificant thing,
.1*, piaqty much a national spurt. My only
id is the tact that students really don’t kw’ss
LS Li
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SINGING A SONGThe Wayfarers, one of the newest folk singing groups will join Henry Mancini this Friday night at the
Civic Auditorium. They are, I., Dick Bailey, Tom Adams, Ray
Blouin and Sean Bonniwell.

.otime Oscar winner Henry
Manetni anti his orchestra and
ness folk -singing group, the
Was :arta s, a II appear Friday
Meld .0 8: IS at Civic Audi-

residents of San Jose. They are
Dick Bailey and Sean Bonniwell.
Mancini has captured Oscars
for his motion picture score for
"Breakfast at Tiffany’s." and
also for the hit song from that
picture, "Moon River."
Probably the most familiar
sound associated with Mancini
are those of the flute family.
Mancini himself is an ex-flutist. Within the four-man reed
section of the Mancini recording orchestra, each man plays
(’-flute, alto flute, bass flute
and piccolo.
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SA1-. DlEtai, Calif. .l’111.
The Ir. sterical telephone caller
who kept police rushing for Iwo

7Ie ¶7/t2

months to invi.stigate a series of
horrifying, f
mai incidents.
,
trapped by a promise of a
1.c.. of chocolate pie.
)(ricers said the prankster

*****

())osfices
!MBURG

Mancini uses the low bass
flutes for effective dramatic
touches to the Peter Gunn television series.
In another motion picture
"Experiment in Terror," Mancini used an instrument usually
associated with children, the
autoharp.
For the movie -Hatari!" a
slightly out of tune piano was
employed, giving the Hatari!"
theme an eerie quality.
The Wayfarers formed in 1960
in Los Angeles.
The tv... other members, in
addition to Bailey and Bonniwell, are Tom Adams who at -

Campus Shop
50 So. 4th St.
ini.rsday night 7-9 pro.
Tow & Country Village Shop
Thurs., & Fri.
9.30 p.m.

*. ... quiet, 7-year-old Linda Ters\illiger. a second -grader
at Brooklyn School, who made
the cwt.. while playing house.
prank calls were
At

ci.covi..i! 1,, police over the peHod such .is
11111, 1 1.15? tound LI worran’s

(;ire 1 our
Car a
!tome on
Campus!

/weight

.r Town
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PLAY

5

trying to find that morning parking spot or of
leaving your car in a loading zone only to find a parking ticket on your return?
Then give your car a home on campus at Brehm Bros.
cPrectly kittycorner to San Jose States’ library
whore
Tired of

SENT

A PARKING PLACE IS RESERVED FOR YOU
For only

8-6701

ER

the I 7niversity of WilSalem. Ore., and Ray
Blouin who :Mended the same.
school.
Mancini as well as the Way.farers ale sehisluled to appear
at
the
I aneeoming
bout
rally Fri.lay night.

Art Professor
To Have Ceramic
Pieces Displayed

$1000

per month

Repairing

Idibrical.

Oil

art faculty.
The exhibit will be available
to the public Tuesday through
Sunday each week from Nov. 1
to 25, between 1:30 and 1:30 p.m.
The exhibit of ..eratni.., hy
Fritz will feattire ston.avare and

porcelain pieces, made in the
past two years. and some examples of salt -glaze and reduction firings. He has previously’
exhibited in national, regional
and local shows.
Dr. Fritz joined the faculty at
San Jose State, his alma matey,
in 1961, after teaching at Ohio
State University, where he won
his Ph.D a year
He also
taught previously in Califortud
He

e

III’ thing for thi. Inter

grehm epee.
I5

bead in a saek.’’I’m baby-sitting and the
has turned blue."
But the last call: "I’ve been
at home alone since Monday and

we don’t have anything to eat,’’
led to Linda.
A woman employe at the Burroughs Corp., wht.
the
call Thursday, promised Ill 13,010
right over with St,1111. chocolate
pie if Linda would give her
address.
Linda did. and when officers
arrived she Marfully admitted
the hidinks.
Police said Friday no legal
action would Ise taken against
the child.
L hail
But her mollwr said I
"
I een "appropriately

ll;e2111h

by

Franciscan

Sun

Lee

Tickets tor the production are
asailable at CY 3-642

Fitzpatrick 111,15’

Curtain time for the It 1141-I
and Hammerstein musical this
Friday is 8:15 p.m. Additional
performances have been set for
Nov. 2 and 3 and 9 and 10.
Miss Hubbell’s role is the same
part that skyrocketed Pat Su-

zuki, an SJS alumna, to stardom
The rcusiial more and ihore-

Crest Pin 84op
47 No.th Vrst

Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And wh’ie you are shcc
cm, ch o, select blard
’mouthed
ciLrnestic

right fci -

disci1m,.

GO AD CLASSIFIED
CO AD
396 Pori 4,.
San Jos
ARTiSi5 &

Turley It. Mugs, assistant professor

lov.est
ett q.al.ty 250 cot,..
r
Adams Sco,
,_ -ago :
IRA AR,

of CCO

think mine is nowt: less id 0 gripe now
than it was a rim yea; s ago %then I first came to
San Jose Stale. A miodal block against anything
intellectital on the part of ShhIlle stodents gripes
me. There seems to be too mm1.11 orientation to
things of immediate practical application. rather
than general intellectual development."
"I

It

Parker, assistant professor id edit -

Studeffis :ire fairly intelligent, get their work
done and f,,11, 1%1 directions. At least this is frue
in my class.- I lowever, I do have a minor gripe.
Some statient, Mrsiet to bring their IBM pencils
and IBM sheets
Hass for tests! I usually
remember 1,, hring
IBM pencils and 11:1\1
sheets to

6011115

.

,

DINA HUBBELL
. in musical

JR FILMS. 16 min. Free
2002 Tarawa l, San Frans
EDUCATIONAL
AT LAST. An athrnebc
i,rent
Orno new eras
rms Pr.:coon ’merest, eat.
t better
rr,Jst
:.b, COMO’S
Send to
51 to Cc,.1
,
CO AD

ITALIAN sliToKs
Once it was the custom for
a suitor in Italy to appear before his girl with a sprig of
basil in his hair or hat to signify
his intentions of mai r.

.iss for these people."
Raymond W. Stanley, associate professor of
geography:
"My main gripe is not really the fault .4 the
students themselves. They have never learned
the scientific method of thinking and what is
involved in the process. As a result they confuse
ball with effective \\add: As I said, this is not
d 99 times out of 100.
the fault of tho

they hull

HUMOR
30.000 COMEC,’ . -es. Free ca’.
Orben, 3536, Car .e Crescent. lidowo,

HOMECOMING SPECIAL!
Shampoo Set
Haircut

$5

EXPERT STYLING BY EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
Introducing Mr. 1.,ales, of San Francisco
ti I si o -I

Playing Cards Been
On Deck 600 Years

NI:111’
The
P
next time your partner Its Imps
your ace in a bridge game, count
to 10 and then let off steam by
..tle,a1:1-* on the colorful history,
’
;Hying card,

for example, that
,Jirds have been enlivrepressing, but always
hbotait mankind for more
Ii w Gill years and how many
s have been trumped. or
Ho* boolasw perpetuated in
II’: tittle and p.m* own plight
; , seem less bleak.
As far back as the 13th or
1.1th century, traders from the
East brought with them spices,
fine cloth, gold, ivory and playing cards. And the cards had
mach of the elements of today’s.
The expensive, rare and richly

se inked ancient decks were called "Tarocchi" and found mainly
in Medieval ItaW. They consisted of a trump suit of twenty-

Open
Thurs. &

two S .
Hokin to four
11 -card suits.
The /stouts represented the
most important forces affecting
mankind. such :es religion, lightning, disease, Y.,. :Ind death.

it
The comm!:
ly the tomhave now. T h
bility,

253 So, 2nd
CV 7-8552

Fri.
Usti: 9-00 P.M

View

Homecoming
Stories and Pictures
in

ssiire basical-

clergy.

ihe decks .s
represented notradesmen ritct

peasants Pulay’s spades he0ios
diamonds and clubs, rt,,p-surely. Face curdS
the same except th I is:, ,,is
sivist’e called Cava hers.
The five standard decks of European playing cards have survived, at least in the numbers of
cards in each, since the Middle
Ages. Besides the Tarocchi deck,
there are the Italian decks of 40
cards, the Spanish de. -k of 18
cards. the German de,,,
’ ’
raids :111(1

in The

the most ss
English -Anti ..

Fremh and
52 cards.

t
40ThroduaggonnianeMatINOVOns++, s

Friday October 26
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HRED COACH SHOP
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OWNED AND
OPERATED
APPROVED

APARTMENTS
for WOMEN

NOW RENTING for
SPRING SEMESTER

liange

novel
V

-

lw what they’re reading litol too let,
IIIIIhrreslehl in what’s happening it. a
brld. I can understand why one ran Ikevollie
cynical and apathetic, but I blame students for
not showing more signs of life; they’re too old
before their time!"

5% ’liSt.

at
Villa
neat. S.,Litoga,
will feature ceramics i Dr.
Robert C. Fritz of &If; .’ollege

Independently

C

snake,

Calli0n;

art

(id
of Arts, and is affiliated
several arts and crafts
tions and societies.

I: on this

moved

lamette in

studied at the California

wat-

y

Extra Large Rooms
Full Size Beds
Individual Closets
All Electric Kitchens

Inside Parking
.

professor cif

at long. She
.--somitients

only gripe would be that some smilents
are too apathetic, supine, too Little passeardo’,

tended

secondary school s.

’The musical was adapted from
the

55 hit:11,er T. Detrunger, associate professor of

Chocolate Pie Promise Ends Pranks

ICE

UN
307,

assistant

.s them. TI., ’
caught in a bind
it ei1111,’
quality. I know the sitilation well I..
I one the ,’ rC
same thing myself "

if

Vidor-

..

1.,

dents don’t go to
the time professor,

Mancini, Wayfarers
To Appear at Civic
Two members of the
t- w r
ers are SJS grads, and former

11i

ittlrl John

part it

ography combine Pm tell a story
that mixes eomedy with drama,
mistrusting the old ChineseAmerican tradition with the new.

51114

*oink they’re intelligent. I certainly tiy It
:,,.51;./.
this and understand them."

I would say my gripe is again-,
ing instead of studying! It’s so c.
because this has le,t: my gripe H..*

REG. 29 9
11
3 9
4th &

011ie Auditorium
Dina Hubbell plto,, the
Lirata Low a ni,ditclub

to budget their lune allst
111,’
ocilaint that they don’t hale the iiine I
uerul,,js faith and respect fiir

lloward

ER

Two San Jose State students
0:11 have leading rides in the
San Jose Light Opera Assn ’s
pmeluelain of "Flower Drum
Sung." which opens this Fliday
at the Montgomery Theater ill

S11114.1.11:

SAVE

IRPARTAN 111411-1TI

1’E.1

Two SJS Students
What /s Your Favorite
Take Musical Roles
Gripe About Students?

UPI 1This
WASHINGTEJN
ear public school costs are
estimated to hit over $18 billion
ler all pugposes operating ex.ases construct wn and interest on school debts.
’The National Education Association said the estimate marks
an increase of 7.7 per cent over
the previotrs year’s estimate.
llipe average annual hike in
the tost of public &hoofing has
been 9.5 per cent nationwide.
h jumped up to l’f per cent in
the 1957-58 setastl year, the
ymar after the Russians sent up
sputnik I, with the consequent
increased interest in schools and
Increased expenditures to make
Its’ schools* hatter.

lallanning

21

Crestwood Manor
643 S. 8th. St.

CY 4-4749

Men of distinction choose authentic
apparel from our proper selection

All wool Ivy suit with vest.

111M(M
To The

49.90 i

FIRST AND SANTA CLARA, SAN JOSE

Spartan Daily

SP.4-PIT.N

D.M.V

Oct. 21.

Freshman Spikers Meet
Indians, Foothill, CSM

Frosh Hopes Dimmed
ny Berry’s Injury

’country

Berry.
,’hanoes of tur.[t.ing
tk
10i:ritt
leader inil as being
O.iwn It %."1,5 their fief,
.17
lieu a muscle
that smooth parsing in his lett leg in the Stanford
ramp Saturday and, according to
Jones, there is only a slight possi1ilits that he will start against
’he Bear
With Berry out. Jones will probTHE MAGICIAN
;ibly go with Ned Reilley, who has
,een considerable action tin deP 0. Boa 118
fense in the first two games.
New Yors 9, Ncw York

CHARMACK

8.g Auto
hosrence Sayings Announced
Weise. eee
d foe. coot
21 171 loss Sit 0.r.drod or mot
Of 34.5 (bated tIr currrt 17 Dor
cent dlldnd:
Slno. mon ndr
25. 1252 leo 143 dividond. or net
of $201.
110/20 000 lerday Inloor Liability. 35 000
ProOrrroi Drvoao and $500 $4445.1
(Dolor coorar..t. at donssaIngs. 441ments can bo
Orbl
road once, trio. or four thorn a
ve*, Call Or .rii for full Ater.
melon to 6oerq M. Carnob11.
Sonoyyrdo,
54.4 hiso,e A
REoro 1.1741 Way I too.

Reserve renter Bob Shahoian
’uttered a broken ankle in the
Stanford affair and will probably
be out for the remainder of the
season If so, he will be the second
Spartababe lost for the year as
quarterback Bob Miller is sitting
the campaign out with a severe
leg injury.

FUTILE EFFORTSpartan goalie Slobodan Galeb makes a divattempt of blocking a City College of San Francisco goal
try in Friday’s soccer match at Spartan Stadium. The goal ..as
good and so were the visiting Rams, as they won the contest
2-0.
ing

Sidelines

Despite the 21-12 defeat. Jones
He praised end

By

DON

CHAPMAN

Tim Knowles for his pass receiving r
and Reilly and tackle Roger Miller
for their alert defensive

play.

The coming San Jose State basketball season has a special
significance to Coach SW Inman. This is "the year."
It is in this, his third year as coach of the Spartan varsity, arid
his third year with the mainstays of the team in that capacity, that
will bring the payoff.
-It means an ass ful lot. We thought it would take three years
to get to where we ante going. This is the year. Inman explained.
MAC TOUGHER THAN EVER
With the West Coast Athletic Conference "tougher from top to
bottom than its ever been." in Inman’s and other close observers
eyes, the significance of San Jose States payoff year is amplified
-The league is every bit as tough this year as the Big Six
The power is five teams deep, with St. Mary’s, Santa Clara
’SF. Pepperdine. and our club real good." he said.
San Jose State’s third -year men- Dennis Bates, Bill Robertson
Bill Yonge and Craig Carpenter are joined by 6-fi Harry Edwards
in his second year with the varsity, to form nucleus of experienced
players.
POINT DRIVEN HOME
However. Inman’s team depth drives the point home even
further. Forwards Bates and Robertson are backed up by former San
Jose City Oollege standout Ed Simms and Mel Simpson. former frosh
team member back after a year sitting out. With Robertson working
:it the post position when center Edwards rests, the front wall has
good rebounding and scoring punch.
At the guards are Yonge, the take-charge man reminiscent of
SJS frosh basketball coaching assistant Bobby Wendell’s role at
cal in its national championship year. and Carpenter. who saw increased action as last year’s season drew on. Sam Lindsey, former
St. Mary’s guard. Ron Labetitch from the frosh squad and Alan
.i.inesci from Orange Coast State C.-tIlege back them up.
Through this week the team will be spending Monday, WednesHly and Friday afternoons and Saturday mornings in the gym and
iestlays anti Thursdays on the Spartan track conditioning them--Ives for the stepped-up defensive play San Jose State is known for.

CR1SMON’S MARKET
(Formerly Chargin’s 5th St. Market)

Open Under New Management
. :1.. . Groceries, Fresh
Meats, Breakfast Rolls, Ready-made Sandwiches,
ces
DOWN.
-..
377 S. 5th St.
Open Mon. thru Sat.
7:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Sun. 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

i:7;f7ilcish your career with
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
A repre:entative will be on campus
Monday, Oct. 29
Make your appointment in the placement office now
to discuss the following opportunities:
Major
Position
Acco.irtant-auditor 5488-586
Bus. Admin.
Apirtier Imea only) 5466-560 All majors
Admir.:sirotive analyct 5488-586 Bus. admin., public ad min., economics, poly sci.
Civil engineering
Civil engineer 5560-674
All majors
Prosrammer rainee 5488-586
trainee 5445-535 Students taking the Calif.
Counties Social Work entrance exam.. Nov. 3
Fro!,c:
:7cer SS35-643
Graduate students in sociology, criminology, educational or clinical psychology
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SATISFIED
After this week. Inman will hold all practices indoors and the
,ntrol-ball formation will he practiced until the end of the third
--ex, when five-on -five workouts will start. Inman expressed satis.:irtion with the practices to date.
This year. the Spartans will go on a road junket to the Mid-West,
take on the likes of powerful Illinois and Detroit and to scuffle
the University of Michigan.
The Illini are always tough and Detroit produces fine ball
.,ayers, such its Dave Debuschery. San Jose State’s schedule opens
30 against Portland University at Portland. The first home
,frie is with San Francisco State Dec. 6.

EARL W!LLIAMS
MOTORS

Judo Team
Members
On All-Stars
Six of San Jose State’s top varsity black

belts will don

judogi

!robes Saturday with the 25-man
northern California

0/t
Homecoming Special

"MAN MADE"

Leopard Jacket
REGULARLY 19 95 NOW ONLY ..

all-star judo

!team for the annual clash with the
best in the Southland at Los Angeles.
High hopes for a north win
!again this year in the North -South
, meet lie in SJS’s Dave Sawyet
and Walt Dabel. The north won
easily last year.

441lEt

kylt, ;
\\

S.
III you mention you
ad in A* Spartan Da

Mild-mannered Sawyer turned in
1 the highest total points at the last
meet with six throws. Dahel, the
giant of the SJS varsity squad
threw three for second place.

1

Other SJS Kodokanists chosen
:by northern California judo coaches for the team are Lee Parr, Bill
Phillips, Kay Yamasaki. and Sanford Alcorn. They are making theic
first all-star appearance.
Coach Yosh Uchida calls this
meet a "proving grounds" for these
TOURNEY FOLLOWS TRIP
four relatively newcomers.
The WCAC tourney I Dec. 26-12St I follows the team’s eastern I
Not all members of the team are
-.yang in mill -December. League play starts Jan. 5 at the University collegians. Some come from the
.1 Pacific.
U. of California at Berkeley, and
No WCAC championships are being claimed in Coach Inman’s the remainder are picked from judo
trice, but confidence in a team which the boss is very familiar with clubs. Larry Stuefloten, a SJS
- evident. "We will be in the thick of it all the way," was the sum - graduate. is among the non-collegian members.
...at ion.
Sponsoring the meet is the
-We won’t be waiting for another three years until we will be
-’tong again We have a strong freshman team and men that will southern California Judo Black
I Belt Assn.
.i, with
tin
it and the following one," he said.

St

Sensational ray,
pile that looks so
much like real leopard
you have to touch it

LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
The I ,awrence Radiation I ,aboratory is operated
bv the University of California for the United
States Atomic Energy Commission. Current
projects are in the areas of unclear explosives

for industry and defense, nuclear propulsion,
controlled thermonuclear reaction, space physics, and other advanced problems in nuclear
physics and engineering.

Laboratory staff members from the Livermore Laboratory Site will he on
campus to inters if’W Sill(haliSiti ille Physical (iCielICPS and Engineering
Wednesday, October 31, 1962
Please cull your placem. tit offul, for appointment, or send written inquiries to:

to tell that it
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Personnel Department
LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
University of California
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, California
,1n equal

(Tinttltitulti I ntiolroir r

U.S.

raiz( n ship required

I 32 SOUTH FIRST ST

CY 5,8221

Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. ’Til 9:00 p.m
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Water Poloists

Wednesday net 21 11f2

New Mexico Lobos Rougher
Than Arizona State Titchenal

Resume Action
_;11 Jose
Itt

State’s

and 1 games, including
victories.

varsity

squads return to;
:.;--ti water polo
at 7:30 in the I
, ition this evening
Santa Clara.
Iiin’s Pool on the
l’atversity campus.
The Spartan freshmen will open
in an important
the doubleheader
l eague contest against the iitproved Santa Clara frosh. In an
,’arlier meeting the Spartababes;
experienced litt le difficulty in
dunking the Broncos, 31-6.
Coach Lee Walton’s yearlings
a record -breakarc currently riding
ing winning skein of thirteen

six

conference;

Ray Ameson, third leading scorer on the team with 23 goals.
will return to the starting Maim;
because of his fine defensive play
in the San Jose City College game
last week. The Spartababes won it
by a 13-8 margin.

lt .1011Y. HENRI
39 carries for 186 yards :sod an
aserage uf 4.8.
The New Mexico Lobos, Satur,
The tourth noun in the backfield,
day’s Homecoming Game oPP010-1
; Bucky Stallings. is the second best
lion, will give San Jose State one
man M rushing
ham, carried the
of its roughest games of the sea- ball 47 times for 287 yards and an
son. The Lobos tire even rougher average of 6.1 Per carry.

CO Your Gasoline Costs
By Buying a Major Brand
Gosolink af Discount Prices

PURITAN OIL CO.
Just a Few Blocks from Campus
6th 5 Keyes
4th & William
10th & Taylor

Santa Clara is at full strength
is expected to give the Sparta babes a tussle.
and

Outstanding goalie Chuck Knowark has recovered front an each
season illness and will undoubtedly
strengthen the Bronco defense.
coaeh Austin Clapp, who missed
thi lirst SJS-SCU match
Is confident his club will give the
Spartabalies a good game.
The State varsity entertains the
newly -formed San Jose Water Polo
Club in the late evening go.
The Spartans are 1-1 in loop
; standings and have a 4-3 overall.
while the experienced San Jost)
(dub split its first two games last
weekend.

according to Titchenal.

SPEEDY FLANKER -Cass Jackson returns to the starting flanker
back position for the Homecoming game Saturday against New
Mexico. Jackson is taking over for the injured Pete Demos who
had been starting until he was hurt just before the Arizona State
game last week. Demos may be ready Saturday, coach Bob
Titchenal says.

Teams Near League
Titles; Week To Go

Coach Th.bert Hepler. a
Spartan a)iter polo standout, has
a hit, ’1 rat’ squad, led by SJS
is iii’ loot th week of touch
,.1;;;1,,, to. I ;ale Anderson, 66", 210
lint hall
play and in the indeitnunds, and Bill Augustine.
pendent league teams are beginThe locals continue their home
ning to look toward capturing their
slate Friday afternoon attasiset 1.:1
respective division crowns with
Camino College.
only one more week of games
For a Study Break, Bowl!
remaining.
WHEN IN NEED
In League A the Cal -Hawaiians
NEW YORK 112P11 Sam Leslead by a comfortable margin with
lie, former first baseman of the
1523 W. San Carlos
six straight wins. Their sixth win
Brooklyn Dodgers and New York
CY 4-2810
came over the ATO No. 2 team.
Giants, made 22 pinch hits in 1932.
Larry Pedrodalasol was the scorint., hero as he was involved in
every score except a safety pulled
off by his team. He ran for two
tallies anti passed for two more.
Allen Hall dropped back to a
500 mark by losing to Theta Chi
No. 2, 13-0, after winning its past
All work done. by qualified
three games. Fred Gruber and
I-Indents under billbet
Randy Wright shared honors as
each passed for one touchdown.
Gruber threw to Steve DeCoit and
j Wright hit Mike Jacobs for the
other six points.
sml
1.ernaritio St.
1:Y 5.9516
Theta Chi, iur the Red Hoard
:is it is called,
sports a 4-2
mark and Is near the nip in the

PALM BOWL

Beauty

Care

1t 1,o14-, Low Prices

sl

BEAUTY col.LEGE

\

CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL-REMINGTON

standings.
Closest to winning a title in
league B is DSP No. 2, SAE No. 2
and DU No. 2. although DSP does
have one more win than either
SAE or DU. SAE No. 2 gained its
fourth win against two defeats by
I ’eating the Phi Sigs out, 8-7, on
a second half touchdown and
, safety. Dick Heideman passed to
I Todd Ellison for the game’s only
I ouchdown.
DU No. 2 has four wins and two

lpetyptieio
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
$1 8
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
-EASY PAYMENT PLAN-

Est. 1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.

CYpress

3-6383

SPACE, MISSILE & JET PROJECTS
AT DOUGLAS
have created outstanding
career opportunities for
B.S. degrees or better
Assignments include the following areas:
Heat Transfer -relating to misServo-Mechanismi- relating to
sile and space vehicle structures
all types of control problems
Electronic Systems -relating to
Structures -relating to cyclic
all types of guidance, detection,
loads, temperature effects, and the
control and communications
investigation of new materials,
methods, products, etc.
Propulsion -relating to fluidmechanics, thermodynamics,
Aerodynamics -relating to wind
dynamics, internal aerodynamics
tunnel, research, stability and
Environmental- relating to air
control
and
conditioning, pressurization
State Physics -relating to
Solid
oxygen systems
metal surfaces and fatigue
Human Factors- analysis of
Space vehicle and weapon
environment affecting pilot and
system studies -of all types,
space crews, design of cockpit coninvolving a vast range of scientific
soles, instrument panels and pilot
and engineering skills
equipment

Get full information at

INDIVIDUAL ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
with a Douglas representative

Wednesday, November 7
’V

ii

ii la make:in am ointment !Imolai,
as stint it.
PlAcoment Direci,, II

Dr

\V
write to

Kila’aed

plea,.

i

Iii

iii I

S. A. Amestoy, Staff Assistant to VP Engineering

Games of importance today are
the eirolesIs between SAE No.
2 and DI- No. 2, DSP No. 2
and the Phi Sigs NO, 2. After
these games have been COO,who
plided, league B may k
Is winner.
The game be t we n DU and
PiKA, which was protested by
PiKA because of an extra down.
will be replayed entirely after
homecoming activities, Intramural
Director Dan Unruh said after the
Intramural Board met and passed
on it Monday evening.
*
*
*
LEAGI -5: A
6
4
4
3
2

Cal-Hawaiians
Beavers
Red Hoard
Allen Hall
ATO No. 2
Moulder Hall
ROTC
Markham Hall

L.
0
1
2
3
4
3
4
5

5
4
4
4
3
2
0
It

LEAGI E
International
Saints
Pink Tub
ODN
Fountain Hall
Birchers
Moulder No 2
Rainer’s R1.,1,

70
4 1
4 2
33
23
24
0 3
06

DOTTIE’S
81d0 I

Delicious
Sandwiches

2

for 25(
Or

15c Each

3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California

Tasty Frosties
Smooth Shakes

GROUP I
6 -Volt Batteries

$5.00
18

mono--

itoo

PLAYER

=

Yds Lost Net
3 .s 11 -.
15 146
84
92
8
42
4
38
Si
14
37
19
0
19
IS
0
15
2
2
0
69
3
66
1 20 -19
25 35 -10
9 19-10
17 94 -77
I
0
I
0 26 -16
226 818 241 577
317 1356 161 1195
ICE
79
38
13
12
18
5
2
1
18
3
13
5
15
1
2

Colletto
TOTALS
OPP

Special 1.4m
r

3
9

704
680

,

pities,

-3 t’ ts,

Vrirc Luncheon.-

I acolli
75ctutu

Open 7 day. is taimk
799

SO.

Fir -1

st..

’JO

ami ’ill 12 midnight

II

UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
Dormitory Using on Campus or
Apartment Residence at Waikiki

HOWARD TOURS

.510
.538

Represertati.e

S.J.S.

MISS KATHRYN CASSIN
TD

Housemother

155 So. 1

I
0 I
0 I

I th St.

at Delta Upsilon
Tel. CY 3-2049

1963 "BIG SUMMER"

’

The Biennial Year of the World Famous
Yacht Race From Los Angelec to Hawaii

ONLY $25 DEPOSIT
COMPLETELY REFUNDABLE AT ANYTIME
3 I
9

wummei VALUABLE COUPON
Rayette Aqua-Net Hair Spray
52.00

98c

S.J.S. Special With This Coupon

With This
Coupon

VITAMIN ’C’
100 Tablets, 250 mg, Reg. $2.25
100 Tablets, 100 mg, Reg. $1.25
100 Tablets, 50 mg, Req. 85.

$1.19
69c
49c

TENTH STREET PHARMACY
Hours 8.10 Weekdays - 10.6

CY 4-9131
Sus

1.

Its,

2-3710

j.e.r

HAWAII 1963

Yds TO Pe
468 2 .574
68 0 300
148 1 .42E

PASS RECEIVING
No
Yds
16
208
173
12
/6
69
8
41
4
7
20
7
62
7
5
44
1
5
-i
7
-1
76
49

Avg
3,
6.4
3.1
2.0
3.9
7.5
0.0
3.6
-6.3
-0.5
-2.0
-5.1
1.0
-13.0’
-2.9
3.7

- PASSING

704
650

750 Airr.oden

Phone 295-2881

Ref.-lam -an!

10TH AND SANTA CLARA

254

CY 5-6257

Students and Faculty
This week only

EL (:II

Regular Price

Sandwiches
(Across from Ada+ n

c rk

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS - RUSHING

0

1

6th & KEYES

’ay senors y senoritas . . .
for gind 50555 i vim

6 Game Statistics

0. Jc.,h^son
Canter Pass
T.
TOTALS
h
OPP,
1
0 INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
II
PLAYER
Alt Cp Int
0
101 58
4
1
20
6
3
0
,
28 12
4
0
TOTALS
149 76 II
OPP
91 49
I

0
1
1
1

DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM

1

1 01
2 0 PLAYER
2 it
20
4 0
4 0
6 0
7 0

DSP No. 2
DU No. 2
Phi Sigs
SAE No. 2
Rebels
Pink Tub Annex
Raiders
AFROTC

Al: Other Car Services
At Discount Prices

New Mexico I.
40’
z;tine this year, a
:
By a strange eohteldenee, Tit- I ’resat: Western. Aeem,’ :
elienars trowli at SJS. Dud Ile- thenal the Lobo,
, ;
Groot. was also a coach at New
ern but a couple
Alevleo. DeGroot Is returning to cost New Mexico the game
San Jose this ressr to sent. as
The defensive unit is vet’.
Grand Marshall of the Home - on pursuit according to Ti’
;
coining Parade,
They hold the other team I
scoring and are great tack
New Mexico is primarily a run 111‘.
team
Its halfback, Bobby
Titehemil plans a fess vIsit, it’
.--...ntitn.to is an expl; ’sive runner.
for Saturdas’s game. I ass ’Jul,
)ainst Arizona in the Lobos’ first
seal a ill take user the flanker
. :tale of the season, he gained 101
back spit for the injurer! r. le
yards in 17 carries. He also threw
DeMos. 1)eillos
Is I
I: lids
a 60-yard touchdown pass and re-. week and able to goo, !ii.sstssr.
turned a kickoff 97 yards for
Another change finil. l ;;;;1 Etc -I
the TD.
I aking over the stalling ritd,1
Through the first five games of
guard position from Ron 51(.11tHe
the season Santiago had gained 346
Greg Rocha and Chuck Eldet still
yards with 69 carries for an averbe at ends for the Spartan.
age of 5.0 yards. He also had comTitehenal is planning an ex.
pleted three passes for 93 yards
ment with Larry Hansen. He p,..;
and three touchdowns. He was the
to use Hansen. a tackle. ;it center.
Team’s second leading scorer with
18 points.

Santiago isn’t the Lobos only
threat. Quarterhaek Jim Crowmartie also is it lop runner. He
The International House kept its
has carried the ball 35 times Mr
hold on the C league lead and on ;
130 yards. He has scored la);
its perfect record of seven wins
touchdowns for 12 points.
and no losses. The Birches’s failed
to show anti the International
The New his’’. Isis’s top scorer
House won by forfeit.
is left halfback Howard Ilan The Pink Tub won its fourth
cork, It, has scored three 10Uellgame of the year when the Foundowns and run for a two -point
tain Hall 69ers forfeited. The
PAT for a total of 20. Ile ranks
Saints also won as a result of a
third on the elub in rushing with
forfeit over Rainer’s Raiders.

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
An equal opportunity employer
1111111M

The Pink Tub Annex won its
second game of the year by a
forfeit over the Raiders.

LEAGUE B

SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS

Nest
yles.
co,
this
ideal
thing
rting
eve
the

losses. DSP No. 2 has a 5-3 mark
and leads the league. Both were
idle Monday.
In other B league contests, the
Air Force ROTC went down to
defeat at the hands of the Rebels
by a 45-6 margin. Sandy Mac Isaac returned a kickoff for one
of their scores.

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

The Lobos delerisise unit has
held its opponent, to 699 sards
soer the first his, games. This
aserages out to 3.1 sards per
gain. New Mexico has held the
opposition to 57 first dot% Ss 14 Idle
it has racked op 73.

Titchenal has two reasons why
he wants to beat the New Mexico
eleven. The main reason is to get
the Spartans’ first win of the season. A second reason, though minor.
is the fast that Titchenal coached
at Albuquerque for three years
from 1950-53.

They opened Friday by ovnr; whelming the Modesto Racntim
Club, 17-10, and then suffers»I
18-10 loss the following day ,;
powerful San Francisco tp;
Club.

,t

; The move came about because ihe
Spartans will lose starting i-enlei
Rod Thomas next year by gradoation.
Despite the fact that the Spartans have lost five games and tied

one in six outings, Titchenal think,
As a team, the Lobos have av- that the team is improving
I than Arizona State. last week’s
evorY
is inner over SJS 44-8, coach 13oh el-aged 4.7 yards per carry in ruck time Out. Passes were the thing
log up 1234 yards in the first five
Titchenal says.
I 1-1
hut’
week,
games.
The Lobos are primarily a runNew Mexico isn’t all offense. A, sling team, but they will pass to cording to Titchemil the 1..060s aii
keep the opposing team honest, also a fine defenske team.

Leading the frosh in scoring :ire
Jeff Faulkner with 29 tallies, and
Bill Parker with 26.

;

THRIFTY
STUDENTS

SPARTAN DAD 9-5

Holiday,
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Theta Sigs Initiate 5 Housemother
In Sunday Ceremony To Direct

SAM To Feature
DuPont Manager

Sigma Phi, Women’s NaLeavitt White. Pacific dad a’’
’tail
Professional
Journalism
manager of the DuPont Extension Fraternity, held combined initiaDivision. will be guest speaker non and pledge ceremonies last
Sunday afternoon in the college
thapel.
ciety for the Advancement of
Miss Jeannette Ref attic, staff
Management [SAM.,
writer for the San Jose Evening
7
at
The meeting v.ill be held
News, and inofessional adviser to!
p.m. upstairs in the Garden City the SJS chapter of Theta Sigma
Hofbratt 51 S. Market St.. ac- Phi, presided over the initiation
cording to Reed Jones. SAM pro- ceremonies.
grim chairman.
Initiated at the Sunday afterA business meeting will follow’ noon ceremonies were: Diane
the talk
Judge. Jody Kincaid. Margie Yamamoto, Dru Challberg and Carolyn
Lund.
Chris Headings, president of the
.k. is campus group, and Ann Kuizenga.
in the market tor candid photos. vice president, took charge of the
Please bring snapshots to the La pledge ceremonies.
Torre staff office. J117.
Pledges for the fall semester
were: Carolyn Kinet, Arlinda
-04/AkTtkiaitkrtIkKAki;;. Wing. Vandit Jolly. Carol Sv.en-

Candid Photos

INSURANCE
PROBLEMS?

We Insure Anyone!

sen, Judy Siiii[11.
Inc11. :
Prudi Stavig, Elizabeth Ult/1’.111..
and Carole Warren.
A meeting, with refreshments.
was held in the Spartan Daily oflice following the membeishil,
eeiernonies-

Yearbook Retakes
The 1.1. Torre jearbook stuff
request that all juniors, ss het her
they had their photos taken
Wednesdas or not, please c
to the Inner Quad from 2-4 this
afterniton. It,
Hall, business
manager, regrets that all chum
pictures taken Wednesday cannot be used. The reason: A small
Moon notebook nas lost %Hill
the name JEWS 1111111hOilli on It.
Please ndurn the notebook to
La Torre office, J117. A ressard
Is off en.d.

Alpha Eta Sigma
To Hear Speaker
On Management I TODAY

Spartaguide

Special Rates t SaFe Dr +
LOW MONTri..Y PAYMENTS
’les ens insurance "ten ii .770 Wjll o St .
CY 7 2854

_ 4.,

Rally Committee, meeting for
Management services will be the. bonfire and
card stunt preparasubject of a talk and discussion
tion. TH55, 3:30 p.m.
at tomorrow’s meeting of Alpha
Society for the Advancement of
honorary accounting I
Management, meeting and dinner,
esti It
-Acti it (4 in/ 4 ri
Garden City Hofbrau, 6:30 p.m.
Donald Minard, manager in ad..;th
Pre-Physleal The
Club,
’,:inistrative services in the San
meeting. TI137, 7 p.m.
Illilp11110/0
It
: ’mcisco office of Arthur AnderSpartan Chi. meeting, TI113, 7
- n & Co., will speak.
Expert Hair Stylist
The meet is scheduled for 7:30
Alpha Kappa Delta. meeting,
Ii. in rooms A and B of the
Student Rates
with Dr. William C. Steele, pl.
cafeteria.
fessor of geography. speaking 0.
ANDERSON’S
"The Rising African Nation cafeteria. rooms A and B,
BEAUTY SALON
PITI
17 S. 414,
Phone 292-0055
collegiate (liristian Ff1110Wilip,
Carlson. sampling oscillator
meetin g with Bible study on Phil.
lev elopment manager for the Hewlippians 2:1-16. Memorial Chapel.
lett-Packard Corp.. in Palo Alto,
9 p.m.
will be the guest speaker at the
Co-Ree, activity with theme.
AIEE-IRE meeting tomorrow night
,tt 730 at the Heavenly Foods "Spardi is Here." featuring Billy
staurant, Bayshore and Julian King and the "King’s Men" band,
Women’s Gym. 7:30 p.m.
rcet s.
Women’s Recreation AssociaHon. riding , Women’s Gym patio .
COSTUMES
3:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Associanon, hockey, field, 4:30 p.m.
FOP THE
’I-Ill) 55
Orchesis, dance, WGIO. 7 p.m.
Federal Careers Day: All maPresbyterian - CongregationalWELL DRESSED WIERDY
jors.
:Disciples (UCCF), meeting, CamTHURSDAY
pus Christian Center, 7:30 p.m.
Available From
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph:Electrical
engineering, TOMORROW
Goodwill Costume Rental
Alpha Eta Sigma, meeting with
chemical engineering, mechanical
Open Every Than. & Fri. Tit 900
engineering, industrial engineer- Donald Minard of the Arthur An44 N. Market St.
CV 7-4609
ing, mathematics and physics ma-1 dersen Co., speaking on "Administrative Services for Middle-Sized
jors
Firms," cafeteria rooms A and B.
Inter-Class Council, meeting,
CH162, 330 p.m.
AIEE-1RE, meeting. with Rod
Carlson, sampling oscillator development manager for HewlettPackard Co., speaking on "Use of
the Oscillator at High and Low
Frequency." Havenly Foods Restaurant. 7:30 p.m.
stfas+ end d.mner or. Archery, field, 4:30 p.m.
FOR SALE
Masher wanted
HOME’ teams and individuals,
me%Is and pay. Must be
F
--:, classes before 9 a.m., volleyball, WG23. 7 p.m.
4:22
- - -OF
UOR
T
E deny gentleman %ishes to share home .ELBPECK
.
More
TUSTIN. Calif. I UPI I
couple. Must
j than 2,1851 residents were without
fit!, niw
P.,mate wantd
- 47’ S. 7+h St,’ power last week when a flock of
birds clustered on a power trans , former and pecked protruding
m, -1
1,,use. B,-1
PERSONALS
Mo. ’I 64.
wires until they shouted the Mr_ _
Superfluous hair removed for life. Nan cups.
E. 210 S. Ist. CV 44499,
A Southern California Edison
Co. spokesman said several birds
HELP WANTED
were punished immediately
Lv
.
- E E ma,or
, "
elect roeu t ion.
I

p.,

AIEE-IRE Talk

GOBIIII1
It APPROVED

Job Interview

SpaZtana

Island Tour

I

Delta Upsilon’s housemother.
Miss Katheryn Cassin, has been appointed campus representative of
Howard Tours, the original college
and travel program to the University of Hawaii summer session.
Next summer’s tour of 56 days
to Hawaii costs $589 plus $9 tax.
This price includes roundtrip jet
between the West Coast and the
islands, campus iesidence, plus
varied menus, parties, shows,
cruises, sightseeing events, beach
activities, and cultural entertainment; plus all necessary tour services, Miss Cassin stated.
Waikiki apartment living, steamship passage, and visits to surrounding islands are available at
adjusted tour rates. Steamship
travel, however, will be at a premium, Miss Cassin added. She suggested interested travelers apply
early to protect their reservations.
The tour has an extra bonus.
This summer is the biennial year
of the Trans -Pacific Yacht race
from Los Angeles to Hawaii. In
addition to Hawaii. Howard Tours
offers a 67 day study program to
the Orient and another study tour
of 45 days around South America.
Both are San Francisco State College summer sessi, in study tours
offering six tipper , Hion credits.
is accepting
Miss Cassin saiti
applications at 1’’ 5. 11th St..
CYpress 3-201.

Ideas Run Wild
In Parade Floats
(Continued from Page ill
, scribed by the Sigma Chi and
Alpha Phi Homecoming entry.
BOOTLEG G UN
j The Alpha OmitTon Pi and Phi
. Sigma Kappa float will recall the
J Prohibition era with Spardi drowning in a bathtub of bootleg gin. A
struggling Spardi will be illustrated by the Associated Men and
Women liouseholdeis entry. Sparfoe this time? A seductive
Cleopatra on the Nile!
The Saprtan Rental Service float
will show a victorious Spardi skiing down a slope, while a defeated
Loho lies fallen by the wayside
during the Winter Olympics. The
Interdorm Council entry will personify "Spardi, incognito," as Little
Red Riding Hood.
The Queen, blue-eyed Elaine
Halvorsen, and her four attendants will ride in autos provided by
Smythe Buick Inc.
GRAND MARSHAL
"Dud" DeGroot, a former San
Jose State football coach and AllAmerican athlete, will be grand
marshal.
Seven parade judges representing eampus non-instructional staff
and faculty will decide whleh entry best fulfills requirements 0
the four divisions floats, novel; ties, band and ROTC units.
The reviewing stand will be se:
at the east corner of First and
San Antonio Streets. Dignitarie’ from San Jose and the Universov
of New Mexico and the judges wili
have places reserved for them
the stand.
Parade float construction started
last Monday at the Santa
,
County Fairgrounds, under th
Lrand stands; completion deadl ine
will be tomorrow evening at 10.

Insurance Discussions
To Commence Monday
ol Genvial Insur"rh,,
series of discussa[ns about
itnee.
I insurance, will begin Monday at 7
p.m, at the Cumbrian Branch Library at 1780 Hillsdale Ave.
The series consists of 20 meetings of two hours each. The program is sponsored by the Institute
of Insurance Studies of SJS and
the San Jose Association of Independent Insurance Agents.
Discussions will be led by men
in the insurance field and are designed to meet the special interests
and needs of those in the insurance
business in this area.
William J. Miller, a partner in

JUNIOR
SALESMAN
WANTED
Ambitious man wanted to sell
for major industrial lighting
company. On and off Campus
selling.
Opportunity to grow with national corporation who desires
to develop junior men for future executive positions.
Compensation discused during
interview.
Interested men contact San
Jose State placement office.

Society Schedules
Accounting Clinic Volunteers
For the fifth year, Alpha
Sigma, honorary accounting so
ciety, is sponsoring an aecountin,
clinic on Wednesdays from 7
9:30 pm
..
Held in TH117, the clinic is open
to anyone having problems in accounting or desiring help in some
area of accounting’
The program has two phases.
according to Dr. Donald Roark,
Accounting Department head. The
clinic works to solve problems and
aids students in achieving a better understanding of the underlying principles of accounting.
Alpha Eta Sigma members supervise the clinic.

FLY

Answer
uestions on Polio

Have any questions regardin,
Fyne II polio and Sabin Type II
oral vaccine?
If you do, call 248-9753 if you
live in the southern part of Santa
Clara County or 968-7138 in the
north county.
Volunteers are manning special
N.O. Polio telephones to answer
any questions regarding the mass
immunizations second round.
The telephone information lines
will be available Monday through
Friday. from 10 a.m. to 4 p in
for the next three weeks and am
on Nov. 3-4,

the Imo id Aliller.
and
Mathewson. will be featured at
the
first session. !his topic will he -Gen.,
eral Aummobile Coverages." The
series will end April I.
There is a $35 fee for the eounie.
Further information mav
tamed by writing the Institute
of
Insurance Studies, Adr1234, San
Jose State College.

LOS ANGELES
$12.95
CALL
CY 3-1031

Your Authorized Agent for All Scheduled Airlines

travel agency
60 NORTH FIRST ST.

Have a real cigarette-have a

SAN JOSE

CAMEL

Or

CLASSIFIEDS

Ogg

SERVICES
E.pert typing term papers. Reportsrean
nts also editing 793.3015.
Typingthesis, term papers, etc. Elect. ‘Joewt,ter. Ph. 377-6499.
Auto insurance for students. Ph 248
2420 Ch., 8%ley let. 385 S. Monroe St
Typing. all kinds.. per pape.Footo.’+.i
ed 292 2346.
I
0 ethyl lit -0 0’ brann
W.11 nr-,

RENTALS
’55 Chevy V 8

LOST AND FOUND
I in, (ten
7 -

1 4’ 4
MISCELLANEOUS

rn

hut 1_ TEE 00-

F,,rn Pm%

"My Son,
The Folk Singer"

$3.18

"For real taste, nothing like a Camel"

0;t4ANIum.1

CLASSIFIED RATES:
2Se line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

Contr,r in, 0

WANTED
..

This Week

Allan Sherman

I R. .ro.

2 mele
$3

STEREOPHONIC
MONAURAL
CLASSICS
POPULAR

Jr’ $

TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell at SfuelM AffIrs Office
Room 16. Tower Halt or
5.4 :r 1-1.di Ottitt. 9I1
wth Cheek or Money Ordet.
No Phone Orden

FIELD SURVEY ENGINEER,
GLEN CANYON DAM, ARIZONA

266 SOUTH FIRST
OPPOSITE UA 9111111
VALLEY FAIR
AT "C P10111G LOT

Domf:,77(.

II RKI.S11
/11,EN/P

a

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

